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Joe Magee
Mystery Play

“One day, as I was observing with 
detachment the senseless movements 
down there on the field … for the fi rst 
time I doubted the existence of God and 
decided that the world was a pointless 
fi ction.”

periphery.co.uk
@mrjoemagee

Jimmy Turrell
Untitled

“There‘s no need to ask ourselves why the 
World Cup has so morbidly polarized the 
attention of the public and the devotion 
of the mass media: From the famous 
story of how a comedy by Terence played 
to an empty house because there was a 
trained bear show elsewhere, and the 
acute observation of Roman emperors 
about the usefulness of circenses, to the 
shrewd use that dictatorships (including 
the Argentinian) have always made of 
great competitive events, it is so clear, so 
evident that the majority prefers soccer 
or bicycle racing to abortion, that it isn’t 
even worth refl ecting about. But since 
external pressure impels me to refl ect, 
I might as well say that public opinion, 
especially in Italy, has never needed a 
nice international championship more 
than it does now.”

jimmyturrell.com
@jimmyturrell

Ben Jones
Putin’s World Cup 

“Is it possible to have a revolution on a 
football Sunday?”

benjonesillustration.com
@ben_jones_illustration



I’M NOT DISPUTIN’ VLADIMIR PUTIN
(DON’T WANT MY LIFE ENDED IN SOME KIND OF SHOOTIN’)

USED FOR THE FIRST TIME TO SETTLE A DISPUTE 
ON THE OUTCOME OF A DOGGING SESSION BY

ENGLAND PLAYERS IN A MOSCOW SUBURB

DON’T GO AS FAR AS LUIS SUAREZ
WHO DID WHAT WE ARE ALL BENEATH 

HE ATE HIMSELF WHEN FULL OF INDIGNATION
LEAVING NOTHING ON THE PITCH BUT SOME SHINY WHITE TEETH

LET ALL OF THE CHILDREN 
OF THE WORLD COME 

TOGETHER AND WATCH 
THE TEAMS COMPETE 
IN THIS TRULY  NOBLE 

EVENT. SO THAT THEY TOO  
CAN PROPERLY  SEE THE 
FOOTBALL SHIRTS THEY 

MADE IN THE SWEATSHOP 
FACTORIES OF 

NIKE AND ADIDAS 

NOTE: THE OXYGEN YOU ARE NOW BREATHING IS THE OFFICIAL 
FIFA WORLD CUP 2018 OXYGEN. PLEASE KINDLY REFRAIN FROM 
CONSUMING OTHER KINDS OF OXYGEN WHILE IN THE STADIUM

TRYING HARD NOT TO RHYME MICHEL PLATINI WITH BENITO MUSSOLINI

OFFICIALLY LICENSED FIFA 2 MILLION DOLLAR 
ANONYMOUS PAYMENT INTO YOUR BANK ACCOUNT

OFFICIALLY LICENSED FIFA GOLD ROLEX WATCH 
OR IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE WE CAN GET YOU?

OFFICIALLY LICENSED FIFA LARGE
CUT OF THE TV RIGHTS MONEY 

OFFICIALLY LICENSED FIFA SELF-PARDON NOW ALSO 
AVAILABLE TO PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES

1.

2.

3.

4.

OTHER OFFICIAL FIFA LICENSED PRODUCTS NOT TO BE MISSED:

BUT LET’S SEE HOW MANY OPPOSITION PLAYERS

LIONEL MESSI WILL FACE THE AXE, IF HE EVADES DEFENCES AS BADLY AS HE DOES TAX

SEPP BLATTER 
NOW DOESN’T MATTER

EVEN THOUGH 
HE LOOKS LIKE

HE STILL ENJOYS 
AN ALL-EXPENSES PAID

 SEAFOOD PLATTER

NEW RULE:
THE ONLY NATIONAL 

ANTHEM YOU CAN BOO IS 
YOUR OWN BECAUSE THAT 

WHOLE NATIONALISTIC 
THING IS KIND OF 
EMBARRASSING

A BATTLE BETWEEN ENGLISH & RUSSIAN HOOLIGANS 
THAT LASTS LONGER THAN THE SIEGE OF LENINGRAD

ANXIETY

AWKWARDNESS

ANARCHY

ABSENCE

ANNIHILATION

ADVERSITY

AMBIVALENCE

APOCALYPSE

APATHY

FOOTBALL

1. 
MAY

(KARIUS)

AND ANY OTHER VILE SHITS YOU’D LIKE TO MENTION

HERE WE HAVE ENGLAND’S FIRST ELEVEN:

(CLASSIC 4-4-2)

10. 
GOVE

11. 
REES-MOGG

3. 
HOPKINS

2.
FARAGE

5. 
MORGAN

4. 
CLARKSON

7.
DAVIS

8. 
JOHNSON

9.  
HUNT

6.
FOX

FUCKING
FUNDING 
FORK-TONGUED 
FAILED 
FICKLE 
FLACCID
FAKE
FARCICAL 
FAULTY
FELONIOUS 
FILTHY
FRAUDULENT 

FOOTBALL
FOOLS 
FEEBLE 
FOUL 
FREAKISH
FAIRYTALE
FURY-INDUCING  
FAT-CAT
FETID
FUTILE
FLAKY
FRUSTRATING

AUDIENCE
ACCOUNTS 
ASSHOLES 
ABOMINATION 
ATROCITY
ANNOYANCE
ANATHEMA
ABSURDITY
ADVERSARY
ANACHRONISM
ABSENTEE
AIRHEADS

ITS 
IDIOTIC 
INTROVERTED 
ISOLATED 
INSANE 
INFURIATING
IRRITATING
IDIOSYNCRATIC
IDIOTIC 
IGNOBLE 
INEFFECTIVE
IGNORANT

=

AND STILL NO GAY FOOTBALLERS?
YUP APPARENTLY STILL NO GAY FOOTBALLERS

SKRIPAL POISONING
·

DEPLOYMENT OF TROOPS 
IN EASTERN UKRAINE

·
MALAYSIA AIRLINES FLIGHT 17

·
GENERAL RACISM

·
LGBT RIGHTS

·
INTERFERING IN 

AMERICAN ELECTIONS

SPORTS DOPING
·

AND MANY, MANY MORE

RUSSIA 2018

?

CRANKY7
CRYBABY7
CREEPY7
CRAPULENT7
CRUMPLED7
CROOKED7

CRACKERS7
CRINGEY7
CRASS7
CRISPY7
CRAGGY7
CRYOGENIC7

CRISTIANO RONALDO 
PLAYER NUMBER SEVEN

BUT GENERALLY FAIRLY HARMLESS

DISAPPEAR ON THE ROUTE IN



Jonathan Barnbrook
A-trophy

“Instead of judging the job done by the 
minister of fi nance ( for which you have 
to know about economics, among other 
things), you discuss the job done by the 
coach; instead of criticizing the record of 
Parliament you criticize the record of the 
athletes; instead of asking (diffi cult and 
obscure questions) if such-and-such a 
minister signed some shady agreements 
with such-and-such a foreign power, 
you ask if the fi nal or decisive game 
will be decided by chance, by athletic 
prowess, or by diplomatic alchemy. Talk 
about soccer requires, to be sure, a more 
than vague expertise, but, all in all, it is 
limited, well-focused; it allows you to 
take positions, express opinions, suggest 
solutions, without exposing yourself to 
arrest, to loyalty oaths, or, in any case, to 
suspicion.”

barnbrook.net
@barnbrookstudio

Ian Mitchell
La Historia Paralela

“Is the armed struggle possible on World 
Cup Sunday? … Is it possible to have a 
revolution on a football Sunday?”

The 1978 World Cup in Argentina was 
the fi rst world cup I remember. Live 
football on TV in the afternoons, great 
kits, the Adidas Tango football, ticker 
tape, the Dutch team and Argentina’s 
Mario Kempes all went to make this an 
exotic experience for a 7 year old football 
fanatic. Little did I know that whilst all 
this was going on a far more sinister 
parallel story was taking place within 
walking distance of the World Cup fi nal 
stadium. In 1999 I was lucky enough 
to visit Buenos Aires, and whilst being 
shown the city I was told the story of 
Argentina’s lost generation of the late 
1970s – ‘the disappeared’ – who were 
abducted by the Argentinian government 
and held and tortured in The Naval 
Mechanics School, less than a mile away 
from River Plate Stadium.

These artworks have been produced in 
response to research found online about 
this parallel narrative – in particular the 
paradox of how the result of a football 
match can make torturer and the 
tortured celebrate together. I uncovered 
too many deeply sad personal stories 
that are still unresolved for the families 
affected. This work has been made with 
the greatest of respect for all individuals 
involved – especially Manuel Kalmes and 
Graciela Daleo, both named, and whose 
stories have been featured.

ianmitchell.online
@graphics_lsad



Geneviève Gauckler
Soccer Futurism Revolution 

“In a certain sense I could agree with the 
Futurists that war is the only hygiene of 
the world, except for one little correction: 
It would be, if only volunteers were 
allowed to wage it. Unfortunately war 
also involves the reluctant, and therefore 
it is morally inferior to spectator sports.
(…) Is the armed struggle possible on 
World Cup Sunday? Perhaps it would 
be best to engage in fewer political 
discussions and in more circenses 
sociology. Is it possible to have a 
revolution on a football Sunday?” 

The artwork has 3 infl uences rooted in 
Umberto Eco’s text: 
Revolution/Soldier 
Futurismo/Movement
Soccer/Jerseys graphics

Football is both a virtual clash between 
populations, a diversion that replaces 
war. The artwork shows a player as a 
soldier dressed with famous soccer 
national teams and from famous clubs. 
The famous sculpture from Umberto 
Boccioni, Unique Forms of Continuity in 
Space, can be seen at MoMA in New York.

genevievegauckler.com
@genevievegauckler



Patrick Thomas
Two Left Feet

“…from my earliest childhood I belonged 
to that category of infants or adolescents 
who, the moment they kick the ball – 
assuming that they manage to kick it 
– promptly send it into their own goal 
or, at best, pass it to the opponent, unless 
with stubborn tenacity they send it off 
the fi eld, beyond hedges and fences, to 
become lost in a basement or a stream or 
to plunge among the fl avors of the 
ice-cream cart.”

patrickthomas.com
@xpatrickthomas



Ramsey ‘66 (4-1-3-2) Robson ‘86 (4-4-2)

Robson ‘90 (3-5-2) Southgate ‘18 (3-3-2-2)

Cecilia Garside
Formations

“Talk about soccer requires, to be sure, a 
more than vague expertise, but, all in all, 
it is limited, well-focused; it allows you to 
take positions, express opinions, suggest 
solutions, without exposing yourself to 
arrest, to loyalty oaths, or, in any case, to 
suspicion....”

@ludditeseel

Craig Oldham, Offi ce Of Craig
Leading to the Death of the Best

“Races improve the race, and all these 
games lead fortunately to the death of 
the best, allowing mankind to continue 
its existence serenely with normal 
protagonists, of average achievement.”

Probably the only thing I agreed with 
in this pomp essay on pomp and 
circumstance.

craigoldham.co.uk
@offi ceofcraig

Paul Owen
Moving the Goalposts

“But soccer has nothing to do with sport 
in this sense.”

‘Moving the Goalposts’ is taken from 
a photographic series that explores 
inner city public spaces which defi nes 
Liverpool’s soccer culture. Capturing 
aspects of true grassroots soccer as 
seen in urban locations around the 
city. Where soccer is not a sport - it’s 
something completely different.

Soccer is not about wearing the right 
boots, or having the latest shirt, it’s not 
even about strategy, skill, timing or co-
ordination and it’s defi nitely not about 
future fame and fortune. Soccer is a 
spirit – a kind of ethos. 

It’s about a different kind of team. Forget 
the technical and the physical, soccer 
is about the psychological and social. A 
spirit of equality, fun and freedom that 
starts from the grassroots unseen on 
the pitch.

Soccer brings people together from all 
walks of life – united, regardless of their 
background, religion, age and gender. 
Soccer is one of the ultimate foundations 
to the fabric of community. It is about 
escapism and belonging to a different 
kind of club – a sense of acceptance and 
approval of identity, something much 
more than sport.

In this team there are no reserves, no 
referees and the players are all forwards 
and defenders at the same time. Each 
rewarded with things that are better 
than trophies.

owenstudio.co.uk
@paul_owenstudio



The nervous tension of a group of players about to realise the dream. A moment where the money doesn’t really matter. Look into the eyes. From the parks and playing fields to the professional game, this is it. The pinnacle. The twentieth World Cup Final. And one of that number about to step onto the iconic Maracanã Field. Miroslav Klose it’s a second shot at becoming a world 
champion, a final shot. But for most of the rest, in all likelihood, this really will be it. Their only shot. Before the game we will of course observe the national anthems of Germany and Argentina – for all of the players standing in line, all of the supporters from the two countries who have travelled to Rio de Janeiro. Their anthem will have never sounded so sweet. That will hurt Brazil 
hearing the Argentinian national anthem proud and very loud ringing around their stadium, their temple of football. Their time has gone for this World Cup it’s time for Germany versus Argentina part three in finals terms, a record. Let’s hope for something a little more like 1986 and a little less 1990. Heads of State are in position. It was to be the same Germany team for the finals 
that which started the semi final slaughter of the hosts – but spare a thought for Sami Khedira injured in the pre-match warm-up and what that means is a first competitive start for twenty-three year old Borussia Mönchengladbach man, Christoph Kramer. There are six Bayern Munich players in the side coached at club level of course by Pep Guardiola four years ago, six of the 
winning Spain side came from Barcelona coached by Pep Guardiola. There’s also Miroslav Klose for what will surely be his final World Cup appearance. Three of his record sixteen goals have come against Argentina in the last two tournaments. Nicola Rizzoli has the honour of refereeing the biggest game. Let’s hope he has a much more routine job than befell Howard Webb last 
time round. Well Argentina had hoped that Ángel Di María would have recovered from a thigh injury to start but the Real Madrid man pulled up in training yesterday and isn’t being risked. It means that they are unchanged with Enzo Pérez featuring again and with Sergio Agüero only amongst the subs again. Marcos Rojo, the left back, had been another slight injury doubt but he’s 
okay to continue in a team yet to concede a goal in the knockout stages. It’s a team that is all about the two M’s. Mascherano to stop them and Messi to star. Proudest moment in the coaching career of Joachim Löw and Alex Sabella both cut their teeth as national team assistants before promotions. Both now looking to greater honours then their more illustrious predecessors 
Klinsmann and Passarella managed. One of the modern wonders of the world. What a setting for a game that promises so much. The stars are out and ready to shine. Everything’s set for the twentieth World Cup Final. The ultimate contest in the game. One of the ultimate teams against another that’s a lot more reliant on one particular talent. It’s the Die Mannschaft against The 
Man. Are we set, Mark, for Germany’s graduation? Or will it be Messi’s finest moment? This is the fourth time I’ve seen Argentina live Guy and they don’t half scrap for everything, but I think they’ll need a bit of magic from the aforementioned little fella for them to win today. Pablo Zabaleta was trying to get down the right hand side. One of those aforementioned scrappers. No two 
more than he and Javier Mascherano really do typify the Argentinian spirit. Both terrific in the slog that was the semi-final win against the Netherlands. Eventually on penalties. Will they play a part as well Mark? Because they’ve had a day less to prepare and they won’t be quite as fresh as the Germans. No, they won’t be as fresh as the Germans and also if you really looked at the 
Germany game against Brazil they only had to play for about twenty-five minutes, so a massive difference. It went from one nil to five nil in under seven minutes. They will find this Argentina defence a lot harder to pick through. Yeah especially with Mascherano and Biglia sat in front of them. At the moment they’ve started with Pérez on the left, Lavezzi on the right, Higuaín alone on 
his own through the middle and Messi just tucked in behind him. Here’s Bastian Schweinsteiger. Kramer, what a moment for him. An unexpected one at the last minute. Özil collects and tried to play a tricky one through to Miroslav Klose. Argentina sitting very deep in these early stages. A mistake from Benedikt Höwedes gives the South American side the throw-in. Demichelis 
gave it away. Mascherano has only managed to help that one onto Müller who claims he was blocked and the referee agrees with that claim. Yeah, it’s a foul by Rojo. I don’t think he even attempts to play the ball. It’s a daft foul as well. He just clatters into the back of him. There can be a touch of the reckless about Marcos Rojo. In the two years at Sporting Lisbon in Portugal he 
has seen five red cards, three of them last season. They score from set pieces don’t they Germany? They have been doing. More from the wider positions into the box but they will fancy this all right. Committee meeting first. The smile on Schweinsteiger’s face is telling. Sergio Romero has kept three clean sheets in a row. He’s hard to beat. So are Germany when it comes to free 
kicks. This is interesting. What happens next? They’re all in the queue. Not a lot happens next. No. A bit dancing round with handbags really wannit? Hummels has to retreat and go back with Lavezzi. Lavezzi can’t poke it by Boateng but that’s Higuaín. And Neuer wasn’t entirely sure where his line was. As it goes for a Germany throw Argentina’s first sortie into opposition territory 
and they look dangerous. And from a very poor German free kick. You could hear the change in noise around the Maracanã as soon as the men in blue broke forward. Argentina have by far and away the lion’s share in support – even though most of Brazil are definitely getting behind the European team. The scene by Copacabana Beach the last two or three days have been 
incredible. Camper vans cars, scooters. Haha. Have come across the border anyway they could. Are sleeping everywhere and anywhere. It’s been an Argentinian takeover. Yeah. They’ll be hoping for Argentinian take away won’t they? They aren’t the favourites. It might be worth pointing out in the last World Cup here, the only previous World Cup Final here, Brazil came into it after 
sticking seven past Sweden and six against Spain. They then lost as favourites to Uruguay. Here’s Özil and Müller nearly came back to Mesut Özil. Yeah, he looked to pick him out Müller actually. Struggled with the deflection back to the goalkeeper. Romero was in a hurry trying to set Lionel Messi running away and there he goes putting the brakes on to send Höwedes off the 
scent. Left back was in the right position to stop the ball in though. Kroos straight at the referee. The referee is just saying ‘I couldn’t really get out the way’. It would have helped if you had, mind. The last touch was a German one so it will be an Argentine throw. That was unfortunate there Señor Rizzoli. It’s his fourth game at the tournament. This is the third time he’s reffed Argentina 
here. Garay. Rojo. Breaks for Klose. Müller keeps it in to find Lahm. Well the noise around the place now you could be in Buenos Aires watching Boca Juniors or River Plate. Astonishing. Müller might just get onto that and it is Martin Demichelis who came across to stop him in no uncertain terms. Lahm. Müller a bit of room. Curling ball in is easy enough for Romero. Little bit 
worried already regarding Argentina down the left hand side. That’s three separate occasions that they’re all coming down here. Kramer had a little spell just before. Müller obviously. Lahm’s basically got nobody opposing him at all. Kroos dictating a lot of the passing in the German midfield. They look sharp Germany. Özil. Schweinsteiger. Kramer out to Lahm. Sharp and measured. 
They won’t hurry it. You can see the confidence oozing out of every player in white. Hummels. Höwedes problem with his left knee but got taken off at half time at five nil at Brazil purely as precaution. And look at the room Philipp Lahm’s got again. Away from Rojo and Pérez. Müller’s waiting on the touch line again but there’s no way through for Kroos. Messi. He’s gonna leave 
Hummels in his wake here twice. Messi. Can he pull it back? He did but he found Schweinsteiger in the way. Someone was saying the other day that Messi was a little bit tired. Wakey wakey. Not now. There has also been a feeling hasn’t there? That he’s been saving something special? We hope so. Müller again lurking menacingly on the touch line. Tucks it through into Jerome 
Boateng. Lahm. Schweinsteiger. Effortlessly tapped back to him by Thomas Müller. Then the space was closed out came Demichelis into that pocket again. It won’t be an Argentina throw because the whistle has already gone for a free kick to them. Yeah it wasn’t the pinching the ball off Messi, it was the first challenge by Hummels I think. Looks brilliant though. He almost stops 
then he goes again. Hummels is just trailing in his wake. Pérez was waiting, Higuaín was the man furthest man over. Well read by Schweinsteiger. Lavezzi hooked into Zabaleta. Higuaín. Zabaleta. Pérez in the box in-between the two of them and turned clear by Müller. Great play by Zabaleta. We haven’t seen him come forward that often in this competition. Mascherano. Kept in 
by Rojo. Nicely down by Mascherano. Messi finds Biglia. Biglia had time to line it up there. Took plenty of time and just allowed Höwedes to slide in and block him. Decent block too by the Schalke man. Yeah it was. We haven’t got a ball at the moment. There is a spare special final Brazuca. There’s the man most consider to be the world’s best goalkeeper. Having to keep out the 
man many think is the world’s best player and co. Lavezzi with the corner and it’s Klose back to head it away. Lavezzi with another ball into the box and that is as easy as you like for Neuer. Yeah, that’s three occasions as well Argentina down their right causing problems. We thought it might be cagey and perhaps lack a bit of pace early on. Not a bit of it. Certainly not. Klose furthest 
forward, Özil taking his time about thinking where to go next. Zabaleta hungrily into the tackle. Doesn’t really ever tackle any other way. Kramer. Kroos. Philipp Lahm. Schweinsteiger was endeavouring to find Kramer. Does well to win it back but it’s only temporarily. Kramer’s actually playing a little bit further forward than Khedira would be, certainly from that point of view, he’s just 
giving the Argentinians a little bit of problem when he tries to come off the front man. Now Demichelis started to scamper over, realised he wouldn’t get there. Messi who comes back to help him out defensively and Germany have a throw. Here is Kroos. Philipp Lahm. Lahm has support from Müller. Looked in the middle instead for Klose. Demichelis stat stuff. Yeah. Demichelis 
just read it a split second before Miroslav Klose. Just did enough to put him off. His fortunes have changed. Deliberately left it I hope. From that slow start to Premier League life, he became a key player at the end of the season for Manchester City. He might just have conceded a free kick here. Klose isn’t it. I’m not sure it’s a foul is it? A little late. It is a another free kick in a very 
promising position for Germany. Just needed a closer look. Well this one looks more like a ball into the box. Mascherano is closest to Klose. It’s left for a Kroos in-swinger. Zabaleta read it. Germany’s throw. Schweinsteiger. Lahm outside. And it has squirted a little awkwardly off the head of Demichelis. Just caught the sun in his eyes. Well that’s the problem I think he gestured 
straight away maybe what happened before with Garay. It is a problem particularly in that goal mouth. You can see it just there. Well we can see it but he can’t. They need to see this now. It’s a Toni Kroos corner. The movement is fascinating to watch from the German players but. Tell you what it’s unlucky there it was meant for Müller who came out and round the back. As Pérez 
tried to run away. That’s twice now they’ve broken from set pieces Argentina which, err, for the neutrals is good. It’s what Joachim Löw spoke about. In the press conferences he was wary of the speed of the break. Wary of course of one man in particular. Just seen one darting run from him so far down the right hand side, Lionel Messi. Ezequiel Garay, solid centre back, finds 
Marcos Rojo who went a little off balance there. Looks down accusingly at the pitch. Yeah I don’t think so. Must have been a worm. They actually didn’t train on it yesterday in order to preserve the surface a little. There has actually been a lot of rain around Rio over the last few days. Perfect evening for the World Cup Final though. Klose. And there’s Demichelis and shoulder to 
shoulder with Miroslav Klose who has retaken the throw. That was a hefty blow for Christoph Kramer. Germany a man light right now. They don’t seem too worried, just keeping the ball. Back with Hummels. Now Boateng and, err, it’s the Argentina players who are pointing to the touch line telling Boateng to put it out of play. They don’t have to. It’s their man, they’ve made the decision 
on the pitch. Now Toni Kroos does that. You can say if they have the ball, Guy, they can make the decision. It’s the referee’s call if you want to stop play or not. Ohhh. Yeah. Perhaps he ought to have done. Yeah. It’s always when you’re looking the other way that you catch one. Oh dear. Yeah. Garay came in with everything he had and he took the full weight. Zabaleta got one the 
other night didn’t he? Very similar. Stick the jaw back into place. Well. There is Sami Khedira who. A penny for his thoughts. Ruled out in the warm-up, he is a player who’s had rotten luck with injury over the past season. So I don’t think we would expect him to come on quite so soon and Kramer will carry on for now. Only made his debut against Poland in one of the warm-ups in 
May. What a rise it has been for the twenty-three year old. Sometimes it’s just meant to be isn’t it? They’ll be watching on anxiously in the sword making town of Solingen where he’s from. Sure there’s plenty of steel in him though. He won’t be coming off, not if he has any say about it at all. No. He’s fine. He’s jogging round the pitch so. Over towards Lahm. It won’t reach him. 
Kramer’s back on. It’s Rojo who looks to try and find Higuaín. It’s a Germany throw played out right under the nose of Alejandro Sabella. They called him Alex when he was at Bramall Lane and Elland Road as a player. Standing down come what may after this game. Kroos to Lahm. Müller this time takes one. Nah, get up. He’s fine. It was Rojo who went in. It was. He was waiting 
for it. Well done ref. Yeah he was waiting for it. Nothing wrong with him. There was a bit of that in Germany’s opening game – the four nil against Portugal when Pepe was stupid to say the least to get himself sent off, but Müller didn’t half make the most of it. It doesn’t take a lot to get Pepe sent off does it? Excellent slide in to win it from Mascherano. Higuaín. Didn’t seem to have 
anywhere to go there. Rojo with the chip. Neuer to make sure that he’s sure footed to clear. Hummels. Oh that was a risk! Oh dear me what a chance for Higuaín! What a waste! He was presented with a World Cup Final gift! He obviously couldn’t believe it because he’s absolutely totally snatched at this. He waits there to hit it and he just well hit it almost came off the run off the 
boots was it? Just above the ankle. What an opportunity. Toni Kroos headed the ball back without looking. A player who has hardly wasted a pass all tournament long. And not to make the goalkeeper make a save from that particular situation is criminal. What a let off for Germany. Who now have a free kick in the Argentine half. And Kroos has just steadied himself to get his heart 
rate back to normal. Ahh, his heart will be pumping, absolutely pumping. He just tries to hit it too hard doesn’t he? Schweinsteiger. Kroos keeps it simple this time. Özil. Kramer was second to the ball. Demichelis won it. Free kick again, this time it’s a blue one. He does everything right when you look at it there, looked around and everything and. Ohh he’s just dragged it hasn’t 
he? Dear oh dear. The man wearing number nine. Look at Javier Mascherano’s reaction. And he looks at the bench. Oops. Sergio Agüero it was, number twenty, who had his shirt over his head. What he would give for a chance like that if and when he gets onto the field. Schweinsteiger collected nicely by Kroos. Loads of room. Aches of it for Philipp Lahm here. Wasn’t the best 
ball actually. No it sent him backwards rather than forwards. Hummels. Past the mid-way point of the first half. Lahm’s cross. Klose collects Müller takes over! Zabaleta. Left foot. Great. That’s Höwedes, He wanted the give and go. It’s Demichelis who will see him off – or will try to. Argentina throw. Höwedes was Germany’s goal scorer as we look down at the paced fanjets on 
Copacabana beach. Hope the tide doesn’t come in. It’s on its way. He was the goal-scorer for Germany the last time these sides met. A friendly in Frankfurt nearly two years ago now. A three one Argentina win. We had something almost as breathtaking as that Higuaín miss in the first half – we had a Lionel Messi missed penalty. Kroos. Lahm. Boateng to Hummels. Germany getting 
a bit of order back about themselves. Lahm. Back to Neuer who never minds receiving the ball anywhere is his own half of the field. One of the ultimate sweeper keepers against Algeria in the knockout phase – he was the best defender on the field. Schweinsteiger to Kroos. Lovely taken turn by Özil. Klose stopped by Garay. Yeah, just as well because Demichelis seemed to slip 
a little bit. Once again room for Lahm. Kramer wants it in the middle. Müller is the man in-between. Schweinsteiger. Lahm. That’s good pressing from Rojo and Pérez forcing Germany back. Schweinsteiger. Just a little behind Christoph Kramer. Bossing possession Germany not going anywhere that quickly with it yet. No, Schweinsteiger’s having too much of the ball as far as 
Argentina’s concerned. Good closing from Lavezzi. He’s on it again. And now able to advance. Didn’t get that one right. No. Not close enough to Kramer. Yeah and I think Kramer stopped thinking obviously he might have been running offside. There are some Germans here. And have been plenty of Germans wherever their team has played – they do have great support in Brazil. 
Particularly down in the south of the country. Even more today. Biglia. It was more Delia than Biglia wasn’t it? Forced out by the pressure of Kramer and oh Sabella’s face tells the story. Great one for reactions, Sabella. Never left in any real doubt what he’s thinking. Schweinsteiger. With the chip up towards Klose and Romero had seen it developing. Yeah, I think Klose realised if 
he went for that he was gonna get smashed wasn’t he? It’s just a split second. He’s on. Just he has a look at the goalkeeper and thinking ‘hmmm maybe not’. The timing of the run was exquisite. The veteran striker looking to go out on the biggest high of all. Having already, this tournament, broken the record for the number of goals scored at a World Cup. At The World Cup. Here’s 
Lahm. Ohhh! Through. Romero shovels it away, the flag is up! As Müller went for it, it wouldn’t have counted had he managed to get his toe end to it anyway. No! The flag seemed to go up late here. It’s a clever little ball as well. Great decision. And Señor Faverani was in just the right place to see it all. Now Argentina with Lavezzi sent sprawling. Free kick. Wanted to take it quickly, 
referee not ready because he’s making a note of the foul, and he’s going to give the first yellow card of the World Cup Final. Bastian Schweinsteiger gets it. Well there’s no good complaining. Stopped him in his tracks and he flicked away at him. Daft really as well cause Boateng was just waiting to tackle him. No surprise at all to see who’s on the ball awaiting to strike it. It’s Biglia’s 
little touch to Messi to allow him to run. Can’t get through that way. Mascherano. Just kept it in. Might have caused a problem Romero who’s out to tidy up. Rojo not very tidy from Germany there. Messi. Lavezzi. With Rojo and Higuaín in there! Flags up! Oh! Flags up! It’s not going to count! He doesn’t know. He doesn’t know yet. He doesn’t know yet. But Argentina have not taken 
the lead! Well the flag went up very, very quickly! Great ball into him! This is a ball and a half. An absolute, correct decision again. What a finish after his miss as well. Look at that curling away from Neuer. This time we give the thumbs up to the other referee Andrea Stefani. I think Schürrle might be coming on here, Guy, he’s taken his top off. And it’s Kramer. Well there’s a subplot 
within a big story. A subplot within a subplot. Kramer in at the last minute for Sami Khedira – injured in the warm-up and now he’s only lasted half an hour himself. Groggy. And now he’s very, very dazed. Yeah, groggy isn’t he? Hope he’s alright. Christoph Kramer’s dream hasn’t quiet gone to plan. On will come André Schürrle who, when he has left the bench, has made impact 
after impact for Germany. Well you get the impression actually he is a real impact player. He’s one of those you look at him when he starts and thinks not sure, when he comes on most definitely. Yep, referees assistant just explaining to Lionel what was wrong. André Schürrle. The Chelsea player came on as a substitute against Algeria in the last sixteen to make the difference to 
give Germany the lead to look really lively throughout. Then came on against Brazil last Tuesday. Got himself two of the seven. He’s gonna play on the left. So I think they will probably just. I don’t know whether they are going to drop Özil in a little bit with Kroos and obviously Schweinsteiger. Play a front three. Well Joachim Löw, even in his days as assistant to Jürgen Klinsmann, 
was known to the master tactician in his camp. He will have a plan for every eventuality. It’s not how he wanted it to go for his team at his stage. No, in many ways this might improve Germany’s attacking prowess and Höwedes at left back is not particularly great at going forward – and we know what Schürrle’s all about attacking people in those areas. Cleared by Garay. Comes 
straight back to him. Lavezzi. Got through a gap. Ahhh. It’s a foul but you don’t need to keep rolling over do you? It’s a foul, get on with it. Mesut Özil who caught him. Let’s see how many rolls we can count. One. Two. Three. Think there was three and a half. Zabaleta. Mascherano. Zabaleta. He’s been taken out. Ohhh. That is a naughty one. That’s Höwedes and that will be a 
yellow card. Maybe something brewing for Argentina here. Yep. Two German names in the referee’s notebook. Germany already having to make well one change in the game and one just before it. Ohhh, it’s a naughty foul that. Watch this. Offfft. To be fair to Zabaleta he’s tough isn’t he? If he’s going to catch any player in the Argentinian side who’s going to note it down for later 
he’s just caught him. Ah yeah, any player plus Mascherano. And him. Schweinsteiger. Just need to settle down a bit Germany here. You might say they have already got off lightly with Higuaín missing that sitter. Özil. Lahm still creeps forward down the right. Schweinsteiger becomes even more important to the Germany plans now. Müller. No room for Klose. Ahh great tackle 
Demichelis. And Lavezzi was running away with the ball. The Italian referee begs to differ. Lahm to Klose. Rojo almost getting in Pérez’s way. Both were so eager to make the tackle themselves. Yep. It’s getting little bit spicy which is always good. And here we are just ten minutes from forty-five being played and this is good stuff. Not edge of your seat stuff yet but there’s a lot 
developing here in Rio de Janeiro. Lavezzi breaks to Messi. Messi runs at the heart. He couldn’t get it through to Higuaín. He has managed to win a corner. It was Schweinsteiger again, I think. That’s twice now important interventions. Great run as well, Lavezzi, originally into Messi. Schweinsteiger there just reads the situation. Argentina corner. Lavezzi suddenly has got a turn of 
pace from somewhere. Starting his fourth game in a row with Sergio Agüero having being ruled out. Ah yeah, we need one of them mate to carry on. He’s looking really lively is the Paris Saint-Germain player. It is Lavezzi’s corner and it’s Manuel Neuer’s – the box belongs to him. Yep. Schürrle. Müller gives Zabaleta the slip. Good chance! Good save Romero! Schürrle met it nicely! 
So did the keeper! I think it’s a corner isn’t it? He’s saying no Romero. Good ball wasn’t it Müller? Zabaleta just had a little nip at him. Özil just got out of the way. Offside. Goal kick has been given. Oh offside has been given. Offside Özil. Romero taps it coolly out to Martín Demichelis. Germany nil Argentina nil. Argentina have had the ball in the German net. Offside Higuaín. Who 
should have had the ball in the German net earlier. Messi runs straight into Schweinsteiger who doesn’t make a meal of it, just gets on with the free kick. Schürrle. Lahm again down the right. He’s the target. Perfect ball to him, just bounced off his boot. Yeah he wanted to keep it a lot lower obviously. Great ball into him. That’s gone out for an Argentina  throw-in. Well they’ve had 
a rocky few minutes Germany, they don’t really seem to have got their rhythm back at the moment. So fantastically poised this game. Demichelis. Another one for Argentina. Beaten in only one of their last twenty-five games. Germany can do better than that. One defeat in their last twenty-seven. Lavezzi wanted to take that one in a little more than a hurry than Pérez who has swapped 
sides just for the moment. Yeah, since Lavezzi took the corner before he’s not gone back to his original position. Another one. They’re creeping forward steadily. Zabaleta. This time it’s Germany’s. Ticking around towards half time. Strange to think that after today it’s all over, but luckily you don’t have to wait for the football to start again. Match of the Day returns in thirty-four days 
time Saturday, August sixteenth, for it’s fiftieth year. Here’s Messi. Messi has managed to get through and it’s turned away from goal! It’s Boateng isn’t it? Got through unbelievably easy Messi. And Hummels is feeling the pace of the races. He’s having to have against a brilliant Argentina number ten. He is largely being kept quiet but you know it’s there. Yep. Thing is Hummels and 
Höwedes are big guys aren’t they? Long strides. Short little steps of Messi causing them problems. Pérez blocked no free kick. Well done ref. It’s Boateng who came to meet him and a slide of a ball towards Müller is met by a slide of Garay. Kroos. Late challenge there. Germany appeal for a free kick. It’s Müller who’s down again. Referee didn’t see it. Biglia. Müller now back to 
his feet. Biglia caught on the ball and then rather needlessly fouled by Schürrle. A silly foul isn’t it? Müller and Rojo having a little bit of a set two here. Lavezzi is across to have a word and Mascherano is there too. Thomas Müller can rub opponents up the wrong way and he’s doing just that here. This will play into Argentina hands. I would have thought so. Ahh that’s just the Schürrle 
foul I mean. I needed that... All day but. Shhhh. Its amazing when they don’t see… that’s the this is the one. What’s that? I think it was something rather manufactured by Thomas Müller. It was indeed for the second time. Cleared by Romero, but straight to Bastian Schweinsteiger, who’s trying to pull the strings in the middle of it all for Germany. Kroos ran into Zabaleta, here he is 
again Schweinsteiger to find Lahm, two of the long servers in this Germany team. Müller. Completing the bright Bayern Munich triangle and on the ball again to cross. Zabaleta away. Rojo’s lucky ‘cause he tried to be too clever. In the end he just let Müller have a simple cross. Thank goodness for Zabaleta for Argentina. Thomas Müller certainly has to be careful because if he really 
wants a battle he’s playing the right team for it. Or the wrong team. That goes Argentina’s way, contested by Schürrle, who’s come on full of fire. Yeah. They’re getting a little bit rattled the Germans. Which you said before would suit Argentina. They won’t have a problem with this. It was the right call – Argentina throw. Rojo. Being conducted by Alex Sabella down there. Pérez for 
Mascherano. Given away. Müller. Good footwork from Özil teeing up the chance and it is straight at Romero from Kroos. Bad pass wasn’t it in the end? Klose did really well here as well. Great awareness out of his feet. That’s a bad pass. That pass is not his thing today. That’s two now isn’t it? Özil. Now Germany just showing signs approaching half time just knocking it around 
again. Özil’s just run into trouble again. Biglia. Well, they are going over too easy as well, that’s the other thing. Hummels had to make sure he stayed in front of Lavezzi. Lahm. Schweinsteiger. Kroos. Müller. Müller’s ball in! Could Miroslav Klose have flung himself at that? I think he thought about it. Great ball isn’t it? No. Romero takes his time. Well even though its goalless for a 
World Cup Final it’s actually been good this first half. Kept in by Pérez. Schweinsteiger who has run most of the first half. Kroos. Lots of room again for Toni Kroos. Müller who always finds it wherever on the field he can. Lahm. Germany corner we move into two minutes of first half added time. They have such a good relationship down the right haven’t they, Müller and Lahm? Really 
difficult for Pérez in there. It’s difficult. It’ll be Kroos with the corner. Hummels and Höwedes have made their way into the Argentina penalty area for it. Argentina have left two up front. And it comes from Kroos. Romero started to move towards the ball and retreated and they will stay back in there for another corner kick. Hummels the danger. Two goals in the World Cup already 
– one against Portugal, one against France. Müller is, err, the target of the referees attention again. There’s a little bit of pushing and pulling between him and Pablo Zabaleta. Eh. Expectant German fans watch the Toni Kroos corner! And it’s against the post! The flags gone up! It’s being waved. It’s not gone in and Romero has the ball in his grateful gloves. Such a great header as 
well this was from Höwedes. It’s that one, it’s the second isn’t it? It’s this. That comes off the post there. I’m saying it’s a good header he should have scored. He had a free run at it. Should have scored. And Müller’s offside. He got great leverage as well on the header. Good officiation once again. Stroke of luck for Argentina there. Schürrle caught by Zabaleta. Half time at the 
Maracanã. We haven’t had a goal but we have seen a glaring miss from Gonzalo Higuaín who then did put the ball in the net – only for the effort to be ruled out for offside. And then right at the end we had the Höwedes header. We think we’re going to get goals – we just don’t know when they will come or who will score them. Half time in Rio. It is Germany nil Argentina nil. Thanks 
Gary. And we’re going to tell you about a change to start with because Ezequiel Lavezzi is going off, to be replaced by Sergio Agüero. It is of course an Argentina change. That’s who came into the side after Agüero was ruled out through injury and has started the last three games. Agüero still looking for his first World Cup goal. Indeed, he’s got half a dozen international appearances 
without a goal. But not a bad player to have coming on at half time. Yeah, although we saw him, didn’t we, the other night in São Paulo and he did really look very, very ring-rusty. He looked short to say the least. Groin problems? Not sure you can say that. He’s had quite a number of muscular problems actually since the turn of the year hasn’t he with Manchester City? Well there’s 
his first touch of the World Cup Final. He’s handing it back to Javier Mascherano and now Messi’s on the run already. Höwedes is beaten by Higuaín. Agüero in the box. Höwedes has recovered to stop the ball from joining him in there. Just a little story developing that Argentina players kept the German team waiting some time in the players tunnel. Higuaín, Zabaleta outside. Pérez 
the man behind. Mascherano. Lifted through for Higuaín! Offside. Offside again. Free kick Germany. But that’s the place they’re gonna get in isn’t it? Down that side again. That’s probably what, four or five different occasions now? Just looking what Argentina have done as well, Guy, I think Higuaín is probably gonna play on the right, Messi almost in the middle and Agüero on the 
left. And obviously now in terms of Agüero and Higuaín, they’ve gotta tuck in from that side. And Pérez is sort of playing right sided midfielder. Through. For Agüero to try to run on to it. But Jérôme Boateng combines with Neuer. Yeah, it was easy for Boateng wasn’t it? Such a long stride. Really positive second half start from Argentina though. Biglia. Now Biglia is more on the left 
of Mascherano. He’s got it through to Messi and the flag stayed down this time! Messi’s missed. Right across the face. With the crowd just waiting to roar. Of all the people. There was just a massive, massive intake of breath. This now, you’re just waiting for the net to bulge aren’t ya? How close was it? Very. Neuer was beaten. He was stranded. Another Argentina opportunity has 
gone by. But it has got those blue and white striped shirted supporters up to their feet and waving their flags again. They like what they’re seeing since the break. They might not like this with Müller on the ball. Lahm to Boateng. Lahm won the ball at his will. Maybe that’s why. Yeah. Little bit wasted. I think you’re right, a really bright start by Argentina. He’s not just looking down 
feeling the left hamstring is he? Well, I’m hoping it’s an itch. So is he. There on the cameras, Alejandro Sabella. Germany nil, Argentina nil, still. A lot of Argentina fans wondering how that’s the case. Höwedes header. Fired through by Mascherano but all the way through. Not quite sure who that was meant for. They did keep Germany waiting a long time. And maybe that did just 
unsettle German players. Except Philipp Lahm who’d gone out onto the field. He was called back by the referee. Lahm just ignored him. He had the Maracanã all to himself for a good two or three minutes. Headed away by Garay. Zabaleta. Just caught on it by Klose. Sunset in Rio. Not many finer sights in the world. That is a picture. Staggering isn’t it? To think we’ve been up there 
as well. Argentina free kick. Mistake by Pérez! And he’s indebted to Javier Mascherano for bailing him out there. And perhaps he’s lucky that it was closer and perhaps can’t get away as quickly as he once could. Garay. Don’t mind seeing the odd mistake – usually means goals. Through towards Agüero. Climbed early and high. Higuaín went in with Höwedes. Think Höwedes did 
just enough. Well, that’s a swing and miss from Higuaín. Mascherano. Messi on the move! Boateng’s there with him. Higuaín down to Agüero. Messi. Had the double of defenders upon him. Mascherano. Messi couldn’t get involved. He was wandering back, rather lazily back, from being offside. Yeah. If anyone’s allowed to do that though, he’s allowed to do that. Just at the moment, 
every time Argentina come forward it looks like they’re gonna pose, well they are posing problems for the Germans. Oh it’s like a football isn’t it now, look. That is amazing. It’s almost as though it was planned that way. Well, yeah. But it just, doesn’t look real does it? That’s how amazing it is. Höwedes. Kroos. Schürrle. And Özil. Got it out to Höwedes who showed too much of it to 
Pablo Zabaleta. Who took a bit of everything. Yeah. Well he did look like a centre back playing left back then, Höwedes, didn’t he? Second touch was a header almost. He must play centre back turned left back occasionally. Long time ago that was. Boateng. Here’s Höwedes once more. Captain of Schalke finds André Schürrle. Side stepped Zabaleta nicely. Room on the right 
once more for Philipp Lahm, should Germany choose to go that way. Lahm then towards Müller. Returned to the captain. Lahm threatened to bundle busily through. Instead he’s going to have to get back pretty quickly. Agüero. Great tackle, Boateng. Long legs. Just a long lever came out. Özil. Can’t get it past Biglia. Mascherano. Messi. Had a little rest then set off again.  
The game is quickening up as well which is great. Biglia. Even Mascherano threatened to break forward then but was ignored. They’ll try another way round. Zabaleta sets off. Demichelis first of all finds Pérez. It’s wasted by Mascherano. Two in a row for him. Most unusual. Kroos. Schweinsteiger going down the middle. It was a good ball to Özil. It’s going to bounce back for 
Schürrle. Schürrle down. Tripped by Zabaleta. Advantage is played and it’s turned around by Garay for the corner. Yep. Schürrle’s saying to the referee ‘why not give me a free kick?’ but the referee was actually giving Germany the advantage and he’s just explaining the same thing! Yep, foul. But what a good position Germany are in there. They’ll have to settle for the corner. Which 
they’re pretty good from. No card for Zabaleta incidentally. Höwedes is making the run up to the near post. It’s over him. Well over. And there’s a bit of pushing and pulling. It was Müller grabbing a hold of the shirt. Well, yeah, right. After his was pulled. In fact, I didn’t see him actually get a hold of Rojo at all. No, I’m afraid his free kick has gone against his reputation hasn’t it? 
Hummels is getting a hug from Garay. Yep. He is unlucky there, Thomas Müller. Boateng. Garay. That was hit home straight to Schweinsteiger. Boateng. Slowing the pace of the game down Germany. Not quite clever under the cosh, a little bit. Boateng. Müller was having to work. Rojo. Pérez. Argentina now quicken the tempo once more. Zabaleta. Looking for the run of Higuaín. 
Out comes Neuer. A long, long way. Big collision. He’s given a free kick the other way. The goal, errr, the referee. The other thing is, was Neuer inside the box when he made a connection with his fist? Well, I think that is exactly what Sergio Agüero is arguing about here. Higuaín has a look. He knows he’s coming, he can hear him. Well that doesn’t tell us does it? I think he’s just 
alright. Just. He is, he is. I think Higuaín might not be. It’s the knee coming up into the side of the face that’s the real problem. Is that dangerous play from the goalkeeper? He does get to the ball first. He has the advantage there of course. Yeah, but what’s he gonna do with his knees when he’s that high up in the air? That’s the first you think about. You make contact with the ball, 
and then worry about everything else a bit later. German keeper poalexing a boy in blue. We’re back to Schumacher against Battiston all over again. We are. Causing quite a ‘Macher to be frank. Thank goodness. Well Higuaín is half accepting the apology. Here it is. It’s hard to know how it can be a free kick to Germany. Well, it’s very harsh. How can that be a free kick to Germany? 
Well you can see why cos he got his head and his neck in the way didn’t he, in front of a six foot four inch German, hurtling through the air. I can understand his anger, and his dizziness. We’ve seen quite a few breaks or blows to the head throughout this World Cup. Yep. He’s, errrr, having a go now at the fourth official as well I think, Higuaín on the touchline. And Sabella’s joining 
in. It’s not the fourth official’s fault is it? He thought that’s maybe why they were there. Someone to blame. Schürrle. Kroos. Cut up by Rojo. It’s Lahm against Biglia. And it breaks for Schweinsteiger. Müller. Not getting a lot of movement from Klose are they? He’s finding it really difficult to get in the game at the moment. Schürrle. Özil. Lahm. Moving into that crouching position. 
Across towards Klose! Well he’s got one on target. There’s always at least one a match from him. Yeah, that’s what he’s good at. Playing in the confines of the eighteen yard box. Good leap. Just not great connection was it? It slided down his face more than actually right off the meat of the temple. Echoes for a moment the way he got off at 2002 when he announced himself to 
the World Cup in the far East with five goals – all headers. Hummels. To Schürrle. Schürrle runs into Pablo Zabaleta. Yeah, not a good idea that, is it? Just kept in. Would be an Argentina throw-in but they’re claiming it should have been a goal kick – but not the case. Joachim Löw is on the prowl with a few words to say it would seem. His team are pressing. Klose finds Lahm. 
Schweinsteiger wants to take over. Wide. Created room for Lahm. Who then couldn’t quite slide it to the feet of Müller. No, and I mean the replay will show us. But did Müller stop because he thought he was offside maybe? It’s a clever play off Lahm as well. Nah, he was just sort of twisted trying to get his position wasn’t he? Just the problem. For a minute there it looked like Bayern 
Munich were coming. Romero up and away. Firmly met by Hummels. Schürrle and Klose are after Zabaleta. Now it’s Klose on Romero. And he’s forced a slice from the keeper. Zabaleta. Ah, what a touch. Enough to shake off the tackle of Schürrle too. Demichelis. Has to hurry. Caught by Klose. Schürrle. Müller wants it in the middle. Zabaleta, or rather Mascherano, didn’t get it 
away. And then it’s behind Özil and he couldn’t really do anything about it. Nah, it just kind of shot up at him. It’s a little bit unlucky ‘cause I think Klose was also behind Özil. That’s where they pinch it. Good ball for Schürrle. The deflection off Mascherano there. Little bit unfortunate. Not a lot Özil could do. Running at full pelt. The World Cup Final remains intriguing. Still don’t think 
you’d want to firmly put yourself in one camp saying one is going to win it over the other. That’s Hummels against Agüero and that’s getting a little bit tetchy. Ah! Well done Agüero! He’d have fought three different people to win that corner. Strong isn’t he? Squat and strong. Looks far more ready for this than he did the other day. No, he was undercut the other day. No doubt about 
it. Clever too. Not gonna let Hummels anywhere near that. Demichelis and Garay from the back. Rojo too has got to leap. Aiming towards Agüero who’s claiming another. No. Goal kick. Now, my first thought was it was another corner for Argentina. Ah, think I was right. Off Klose wasn’t it? Off Klose. Schweinsteiger. You can see Schweinsteiger saying to Höwedes ‘where are you?’.  
He doesn’t really want it does he? Doesn’t want it there. No. Don’t think he wants it anywhere in all honesty. And look what it’s done. Really messy that between Neuer and Höwedes. Schweinsteiger is just saying to Höwedes ‘if you’re gonna send the ball...’. Zabaleta will take the Argentina  throw-in. Threatening to have a good spell here with Agüero, instrumental, involved. Higuaín 
to Pérez. And Mascherano’s made another mistake. There’ve been a few from him and then lunging into a turn for the error. He’s gonna get a yellow card, he’s caught Klose. He knew straight away as well didn’t he? I love that he doesn’t complain. ‘Yep okay, I’ll take that, my mistake’. Frustration. Argentina in the final, you might say largely down to his last ditch stretching tackle to 
deny Arjen Robben a chance. Most definitely. In the São Paolo semi-final. Stretched so much he did himself a mischief but he’s fit for today. Hummels to Boateng. Schweinsteiger. Müller. Agüero’s in. Oop. Is that his leg? I think he’ll be carded. Yep, it is. He’s up-ended Bastian Schweinsteiger here. And there is a lot of feeling creeping into this now. Echoes of when the men in the 
World Cup in Germany in 2006 went all the way to penalties. And you might remember what happened at the end of that. Schweinsteiger was actually punched in the back by Maxi Rodriguez. After the penalty shoot out, it all went off as they say. I think it’s because we’ve got that undercurrent in this game as well. Which is why it’s so intriguing. Lots and lots of Argentinian noise 
again. Thought they’d been quiet for a while. Höwedes. It’s out. And it’ll be Argentina’s to throw back in. I think he was overruled. Yeah. And Özil took it. Not to any great benefit for Germany. Messi. Past Özil. Biglia. Was caught waiting for it. Free kick though for Argentina. Klose as well. Come back a long way. Just couldn’t stop himself. It was on the slide. Yep. Germany have got 
six or seven players warming up behind the goal to our left here. Can’t bring ‘em all on. Played in. Ah. Too quickly. Neuer, only player ready for that. And that’s Lahm down the line for Müller. Müller’s looking for Schürrle. Demichelis! Ah very coolly done. Wow. Once again they’re absolutely right. Schürrle and Romero have words. Ha! Well we’ve had a player sent off in both of the 
last two World Cup finals. Why should this one be any different? I think you will know this, I think Romero is the biggest player Argentina have in terms of height. Not a tall team at all. Garay might share. Free kick now for Germany and Biglia’s contesting that. And there are little mini duels forming all over the field here. Returned to Özil by Müller. Zabaleta. Doesn’t take any chances 
at all. Kept in by Higuaín. Pérez claims handball and gets it against Toni Kroos. Not really sure what Kroos can do in that circumstance. And his hand is just there. What’s he supposed to do? Chop it off at the shoulder? Garay. Mascherano. Great run from Rojo down the left hand side. Lovely ball to him from Mascherano. Higuaín’s in the box. Agüero there as well. Charging back 
with Schweinsteiger. Who else? Who else? Three separate situations in the match, he’s just come in and saved Germany. It’s turned by Enzo Pérez. And he drove straight at Hummels. Demichelis out to Zabaleta who can get himself set to cross. Too close to Neuer. Schweinsteiger. The game’s opening now, Guy, now. Here we go. Lahm breezes past Biglia. And then is rather 
unceremoniously taken down. Yeah he bought it didn’t he? He wasn’t turning round and running back to his own goal. Höwedes. Lovely passing and moving by the Germany players. Höwedes now with a cross that’s anything but lovely. In fact it’s gonna go all the way over for a  throw-in. That’s why he’s a centre back. It’s also why have yet to see a goal to get us closer to determining 
who will be lifting that at the end of the day. Will we get a goal though? Don’t forget you can still vote for your goal of the tournament. Visit the BBC World Cup website and click on the goal you want to win. Or you can tweet the relevant hashtag of the score at @BBCMOTD. Vote closes on full time. Germany, passing their way through! Schürrle! It’s run through. It’s run away. Romero 
has got it. Poor touch. Poor touch as well here. Lovely little play as well in terms of one twos. Just wasn’t, his body wasn’t in any sort of shape to take it was he? Messi. Hardly seen him since half time. Not gonna see him much longer there either. He ran straight into Kroos. He’s not done it yet. Nah, he had a couple of moments in the first half most definitely. But you could have 
said that about him in some of the other games until the last couple of minutes. And then we saw something. In particular, the last sixteen game against Switzerland when he made the winner for Di María in the nick of time. Pérez and Schweinsteiger just having a bit of a falling out. Just on Messi, Mark, to be considered with Maradona, with Pelé, does he have to start performing 
for this game he’s done? Yes. That answered that then. Did you want the longer version? Ha. No, yes will do. Helped onto Schürrle! No. Little bit of anxiety in the German end. But they seem a relaxed bunch by and large. Argentina supporters have been anything but relaxed. I’m amazed all of them have made it for kick off. Because the noise being made last night in the streets 
of Rio until 6am! I can vouch for that. Fantastic stuff. Agüero on towards Higuaín. Höwedes away. In with Mascherano. Bravely you might say, in a fool hardy fashion, but he’s got a free kick. Well, I’m not sure it’s a free kick. He goes down low to head it. If you were allowed to challenge it. Demichelis. Messi. Zabaleta. Higuaín. Can’t get past Mats Hummels, one of the defenders 
of the tournament. Höwedes asked a lot of André Schürrle there. Schürrle went stride for stride with Zabaleta.  throw-in is Argentina’s. Looked as though the assistant was about to give it to Germany. He was. Undoubtedly was. And it is a throw. For Pérez to take, or Zabaleta to take now. Messi. Messi! Can’t take it. Looked as though he was about to burn away from Höwedes.  
I think he had a little look as well didn’t he? Just before the ball was due to arrive at his feet, at the position of Höwedes. But he just took his eye off it. They all look old enough to have enjoyed Maradona at his best. This isn’t Messi at his best yet tonight. Hummels. Straight to Mascherano. Lionel Messi. Zabaleta. Messi! Zabaleta! And then a touch from Pérez somehow bounces 
through to Messi. Messi bounces past a couple of tackles to shoot! He couldn’t quite wrap that left foot around but here he comes. Amazing isn’t it? When he’s up against defenders they seem mesmerised by him. Just here, I mean his movement is so, so quick. Short steps and fantastic control. He’s thinking Iran wasn’t he, all over again. The goal that won it in injury time. Moments 
after Iran themselves had had really good chances to win it. Then he ran at them, didn’t he? It’s still the case then, with nearly half an hour of the final play, that Argentina have yet to be behind in any World Cup. Müller up and away. Klose did well to keep his balance. Couldn’t quite keep the ball in the end. Nor could Lahm there. Jogi’s contemplating what move to make next. I think 
Sabella is going to make the next move. That will probably be Palacio, would it? Seems to come on quite regularly. He’s come on in four of the games. He maybe could have won it in extra time against the Dutch. Tame header straight at Jasper Cillessen. And we’ll know at some stage whether Di María is fit to play any part at all. I think if he is, he would be involved. Höwedes. 
Managed to beat Pérez to it. Schürrle. Loses that to Mascherano. And if that was just impeding stopping Mascherano getting away. Referee will want that taken from the right place. Question is, who does he come on for? Well they’ve got three forwards on already. This’ll be a statement. If it’s not the likes of Higuaín. Not taking Messi off are you? Agüero’s on. Well he’s either taking 
off Higuaín or he’s going for it with everything, Alex Sabella. Would that mean maybe Biglia? Nah I’ve seen the board, I’ve seen the board. It says ‘9’. Higuaín is going off. Romero up towards Agüero. Höwedes. Argentina’s  throw-in. And they’re going to make the change before play resumes. So, Gonzalo Higuaín, perhaps still being a little bit haunted inside by that first half miss 
when put through by, of all people, Toni Kroos, for the wayward back header. Yeah. And he obviously did believe he’d scored didn’t he, from that cross from the right hand side? He won’t be getting a goal in this World Cup Final. Rodrigo Palacio takes over. Demichelis. Agüero had to be strong. Messi! Trying to hold off Schweinsteiger. Wouldn’t quite run for Palacio and Neuer’s 
there to pounce. What a good bit of distribution too. Straight away he saw Müller screaming for the ball. Looked for a split second there as though Messi was gonna burst through everybody. Kroos. Müller. Got himself in a bit of a mix up. Might actually get a corner for it. I think what they’ve done now Argentina, ah this is that, look at that, absolutely fantastic, just stumbled and then 
off camera, well not off camera, he turned round and said to the referee he thought he’d been caught. He’s now played through the middle Messi. And Argentina looking all the more dangerous for it. It’ll be Germany who could threaten from this though. Garay is trying to wander wherever Mats Hummels wants to go. It’s over towards Müller. Couldn’t get off the floor to challenge 
for it. Argentina in no hurry to get out here. Hummels enabled to take up position on his way back. Müller! Lovely ball. And the defenders swarmed around Höwedes and the chance has gone. Again, it went to the wrong man. But he was the only man in there for Germany. Won back by Hummels. Here’s Boateng. Lahm. He’s lifting one towards Müller! That looked like a push. Yeah, 
everybody’s down in the middle. Like Becher’s Brook wannit? They will have to show us the chance that fell to Höwedes. Obviously not. Nah, think they just clattered into each other basically. There’s the one. Höwedes just couldn’t get it out of his feet and under control. Nope. That’s pretty much his story of this game. Broke free from Demichelis. Oh. No he didn’t. He fell over. 
There ref was just saying actually that all the German players are warming up behind the goal and it’s a distraction. So they’ve all gone back. For who? I think for him! Romero, clears. It’s Biglia out to Rojo. We have less than ten minutes of the ninety to go. And we’re yet to see a goal in the first World Cup Final played at the Maracanã since 1950. Up towards Palacio. Never really 
had a handle on where it was going over his head. No, no. And here’s Lahm. The game continues to be reasonably open. Chances are being threatened by both teams. Can Özil create something? It’s behind Schürrle! It’s Kroos! And he’s passed it wide of the post. Well wide. And it never really felt as though it was gonna make the net bulge. Great play by Lahm and Özil. Cuts 
inside, head up. Great little ball. Nope. Didn’t even bother or anything did he? No excuse really. There’s just no conviction in the shot. From the player who scored twice as Brazil were bulldozed in Belo on Tuesday. Well, that came from Lahm running at the opposition. There he is again. Wonder if we’re getting to the stage of the game now, with Germany pressing and Argentina 
forced to sit back, when the toil of Argentina’s semi against the Dutch takes its toll. More defending to do here. Nope. Goal kick. Yep. That’s Mascherano. Özil thinks it’s a corner. So did I at first. It’s not. No. Good decision. It’s Özil that’s in front of Mascherano. Özil then claims that he should have had a free kick. It will just be a goal kick for Argentina. Jogi Löw is unruffled. We’ve 
got a delay, you might have guessed by the hullabaloo in the background, from an intruder. That’s a far better sight. Yeah. Absolutely. That’s a great sight. And some village has just lost it’s idiot. Looks so close doesn’t it? You should see it with the naked eye from we’re sitting. Just on top of the hill. Germany nil. Argentina nil. Nodded on towards Klose. Combination of Demichelis 
and Garay. Combined to keep him away. Romero was very cool. And the lack of pace as well. Rojo. Biglia. Palacio on the move down the left. A slip from Boateng. Allows the ball to be played in to Messi but then there’s a slip from Agüero and I don’t think he would have been able to get onto it anyway. No, no. It was just as soon as he was setting himself, then Messi just flipped 
it as though he does about fifty of those a day. He was just, in you go. Well we knew the final would be tight. Didn’t quite know how it would pan out other than that. Six minutes. Are we set for the big finish? Argentina are getting ready to make their third and final change. And it looks like it’ll be a defensive one. It looks like Gago getting ready. Will they still be on level terms? Schürrle 
couldn’t quite find Müller. Germany’s throw. Sabella wants to make the change. The referee hasn’t glanced over. Hummels to Schweinsteiger, immediately out comes Zabaleta. Demichelis has the measure of Klose. It’ll be Gago for Pérez when they get the chance. Palacio. Five minutes to go. Mascherano. Argentina’s  throw-in. And here is their last throw substitution-wise. Enzo 
Pérez to leave the field. Started two games at this World Cup – not bad. Semi final and final. And now he makes way for Fernando Gago who started this tournament in the team. Yeah. Gago actually lost his place to Biglia. Home grown player takes the field for Argentina. Or rather home based with Boca Juniors. Another team player who fits the team mould. Very steady, solid. 
Joachim Löw is going to throw on someone a little more exciting in style – Mario Götze – when he gets the chance. Palacio on the ball meantime for Argentina. Gago. Mascherano. It will be Klose making way for Germany which you would presume, Mark, would mean Müller in the middle. Yep. Messi to Gago. Demanding the ball as soon as he’s left the bench. Ball well used by 
Biglia to find Messi! Messi then ran into Boateng. It’s Biglia again. What a great tackle that is. Yep. Two tackles actually. That one from Schweinsteiger yet again in the penalty area. And the one before was Boateng. And now the change. Mario Götze. The 22 year old who I think many thought would have had a brighter tournament than he’s had. He did head the goal against Ghana. 
And the Bayern Munich boy wonder is probably a better player than he’s shown over all. He’s gonna come on for Miroslav Klose now so he might have a big say yet. Presumably that would be the end of his career, Klose, World Cup. You would think so. At 36 he’s done it all. He’s scored more goals at the World Cup Finals than any other player. Two goals at this one. One more 
than Ronaldo. In Germany terms, two more than Gerd Müller. Says it all. What a career. On comes Götze, and his career is bouncing along very nicely thank you. Bit worried for Argentina here. Biglia is half smiling, half grimacing. Yeah and Joachim Löw has taken the opportunity of this little break to talk to Schweinsteiger. Tactics I would presume. Pat on the back. Carry on as 
you are. Biglia will be okay to continue. He has to be. Argentina have used all their substitutes. Germany have got one left. They might need it in extra time because that is looming large now. Sabella’s going mad because they can’t get Biglia on. Ah he’s on now. Demichelis. Biglia. Palacio has Zabaleta in support. He’s got past Hummels all by himself. It’s a good challenge from 
Höwedes. Yep. And at the moment Götze’s just gone to play straight through the middle. Müller’s still on the left hand side. Schürrle on the right. There is Müller trying to make a nuisance of himself. Demichelis has time to turn it back to Garay. Götze not close enough to take advantage of the stumble. Schweinsteiger leaves his mark on Mascherano. Garay. Mascherano. Ezequiel 
Garay. Three minutes to be added on. Three minutes to find a winner. Or we will have another thirty. Özil. It’s Messi who’s trying to take it from him. Trying and succeeding. And a lovely shift of the ball, almost through to Agüero. Boateng’s had a game hasn’t he? Yeah he has had a game. What a great piece of skill by, well two, from Messi. Avoiding the tackle and the pass – brilliant. 
Given away by Biglia. That was very, very casual. Götze with Schürrle strongly running on! And Götze scuffed it. Yeah and I think he looked to play Schürrle in. He did have a look at him but just the ball never seemed to come down for him to do anything with. Thumped up by Romero. Romero again going long. And Agüero trying to force the error from Hummels. There haven’t 
been many throughout the entire World Cup. Can’t go through to Biglia. Well cut out by Müller. Schürrle. Strong stuff from Demichelis. Gago. Rojo then ran it straight into André Schürrle. Lahm finds Özil. Schürrle’s trying to stay on side round the back. Touch from Götze. Three in the box for Germany. Götze trying to ghost into a shooting position. Kroos! Müller! Zabaleta. And 
away. Towering stuff from Hummels. One last Argentina break before the end! Here it is. It’s Agüero. Messi and Palacio are up. They’re outnumbered. And he’s been out done. Yep. Hummels just kept his eye on the ball. Nowhere really for Gago to go. Had to go into reverse with Mascherano. Now Biglia. Schürrle, still full of running. Rojo. Palacio looked as though he might have 
been offside anyway. Knocked down by Hummels to Kroos. Demichelis. Can’t slide it through to Agüero. And we are going to have an extra thirty minutes! And maybe a little bit more at the end of it all in Rio de Janeiro. There have been chances. Nothing taken, even with the likes of Messi on the field. We still don’t know who will be the world champions in 2014, but it could go 
anywhere. Germany nil, Argentina nil. Thank you Gary. It is the seventh World Cup Final to go to extra time. Two have been decided on penalties before 1994 Brazil beating Italy in Los Angeles and 2006 in Germany when Italy had its way over the French. Joachim Löw’s been in and out again during the break. Nothing of the sort for Alejandro Sabella and, errr, Lionel Messi led 
the team talk as they went in at extra time against the Dutch on Wednesday this time he was well away from it. It was all about Sabella and then Mascherano took over. Thirty minutes or the next world champions will be decided by a penalty shoot-out. Argentina have played in one final that went to extra time on their patch in 1978 when they beat the Dutch. Germany have played 
in one final that went to extra time – they lost in 1966 of all times. Höwedes. Schürrle down. Went down under Demichelis. He’s up to his feet again here! And it’s beaten away by Romero! Another chance! Still might come for Götze and Garay managed to get it down to Mascherano and now there is an Argentina break on which is stopped for now by Boateng then by Hummels. 
What a start to the extra period. Agüero taking on Hummels, again Neuer in charge. Great break by Germany. Absolutely brilliant save by Romero. Hope that’s set the tone for extra time. A goalkeeper having to make a save. Straight at him. Germany going to try and have a go again immediately. Kroos. Nicely taken by Götze. Lahm. Lahm wants it back from Götze but couldn’t 
squeeze it through to the captain. Özil. Schweinsteiger wants Müller on the end of that and it is Garay’s header. Yeah an important header as well. Now Argentina burst away, well, they should have done. Palacio miscontrolled it. Agüero through the middle, nobody there. No, his argument will be there should have been somebody, but he was in control of the ball, he could have 
just started again because Messi tried to get in there with him. He’s being looked at Romero. Neuer raced out to take the throw-in to great applause from the German supporters. Germany are a team in a hurry in extra time. Boateng. Götze. Özil battling with Biglia helped out by Lahm. Now Schweinsteiger. Like Mascherano in blue sitting behind it all getting the bigger picture. Yep. 
Just waiting to pick off somebody with the tackle. Lahm. Özil. Kroos and Demichelis had to get his balance and is rather lucky he fired it through Schürrle and there was a nick and it is an Argentina throw. Just that final ball isn’t it? It’s a comfortable save very comfortable but he doesn’t do great with it. He didn’t look massively comfortable with it in the end. No. Patted away. Boateng 
lively first four minutes of extra time largely thanks to Germany’s attacking intent but we have seen that they could be picked off on the counter attack though. Schweinsteiger. Boateng. That’s Lahm and that’s out. Boot raised a little high was it? Yep. Schweinsteiger’s got plenty to say. Germany carry on at a pace. Schürrle. Kroos was looking right but plays it left to Höwedes who 
has stealthily got forward. Schürrle must be followed every step of the way by Mascherano. Gago just a little too close to Toni Kroos. Schürrle. Lahm. Götze there with him. Götze can’t quite get there. Just looking at Schürrle down Germany’s left. He seems to be frightened of Zabaleta, certainly won’t go and take him on at all. All eyes on the game, but we are all still waiting for 
that one moment of magic that could decide the biggest prize in football. Many times during the game it’s looked likely to come. It’s looked close but it’s never quite happened like that. Gago. Gotta credit the two sets of defenders on show for that. Demichelis and Zabaleta the two of them. Gago. Messi. Argentina need their leader to come up with something special now. Fired 
across towards Palacio! Palacio’s got it! Neuer out to meet him and all he can do is lift it wide! Another chance goes! What a fantastic ball from Rojo into Palacio. He just picked him out over Hummels’ head. The touch wasn’t that bad, the height on the flick over Neuer’s head was the problem. Götze. Lahm. Müller just lurking on the point of the penalty area. On it now. Germany 
throw. Let’s give Neuer a little bit of credit how quickly he came out to Palacio. Müller. We’ve seen some good goalless draws in the tournament. This probably not the best of them actually. No. Kroos. That was Höwedes finding Schürrle. Schürrle was trying to play it against Demichelis and get the corner. Not very good acting skills. No. No. It’s just a little bit out of his feet and 
done everything wrong from then on in didn’t he? The other thing as well, Guy, if it’s on target Boateng deals with it because it’s just a roly poly ball isn’t it? Well, Boateng has been pretty much in control of everything. Yes he has. I think, errr, Mats Hummels breathes a sigh of relief certainly. Here is Hummels down to Höwedes. Schweinsteiger. Boateng managed to find Schürrle 
who took up a lovely position. Müller goes wide to the left now. Kroos. Schweinsteiger. Just no way through. No, also they’ve got no one in the box which is something that Klose will always give you. Boateng. Müller will make his way there now. There’s Lahm great work from Lahm and once more outstanding work from Mascherano. Yeah. Radar isn’t he? Radar for danger. 
Schweinsteiger on the forward run can’t bounce it through to him. Agüero met by Hummels and done just about enough. Well it was almost a Norman Hunter situation wasn’t it? Thou shall not pass. No. Poland at Wembley. Oh, that one. Haha. Thought he was going to take everything? Nope. Hummels. Özil not helped by the ball from Lahm. And Argentina can’t break away. 
Schweinsteiger. They can’t get out their own half. It’s Kroos finding Götze. Lahm’s giving him an option wide again. Götze’s cross. A little bit of hesitation from Zabaleta, but it hasn’t harmed him. Yeah also Özil as well, I thought he was going to come onto it. Schürrle. It’s Germany who have done all the pressing in this first period of extra time. Özil running away from Gago. Good 
tackle Mascherano once more and a real duel between the two war horses Mascherano and Schweinsteiger. Yeah, Germany done all the pressing and Argentina should be in front. Story of the whole game? Yes you could argue most certainly. The better chances have certainly gone to the team in blue. He’s just caught his instep has he? Mascherano has been booked but no 
danger there. No. No. Schweinsteiger likewise. I think they both appreciate each other don’t they? That time. Players are just going to have to stretch it out that little bit more. Body and minds in focus. Three minutes of the first half of extra time to go and we’re still at deadlock. Boateng moving in laboured fashion out to that one looking for Götze who can only find the head of Garay. 
Mascherano’s onto it. He’s suffered concussion in a game – has he been caught again? Not as badly as the last game I suggest. It was Kroos wasn’t it? There’s a big difference in height between these two. Nothing reporting trouble this time. No. Argentina supporters have decided that the time is now they’re going to lift their team as best they can Agüero has rolled away from 
one tackle, can’t find Messi though. Schweinsteiger and Kroos shut the door. Lahm. Linked into Özil and Schweinsteiger forced back to Neuer. Schürrle. Lahm. Lahm to try to find Schürrle along comes Mascherano to come snuff out the threat. Similar situation, same old players every time. Yeah it is, if it’s not Mascherano it’s Schweinsteiger or Boateng. Just a few snapshots of 
the tension that is around the Maracanã stadium. A lot of money been paid, a lot of people have come a long way to see their team crowned world champions. Neuer. Höwedes. And here is Kroos that was a bit ambitious that. Agüero finds Palacio who’s wriggled away from one and then put the brakes on. Well he’s got a free kick but he’s lucky because he miscontrolled it. Looked 
as though he had the chance to poke it back to Agüero. He did. Philipp Lahm now struggling. It was just there wasn’t it where he lost control of it. Lahm was caught. Just the end of his toe. It’s a free kick to Germany. Ouch. Well I think once they’ve taken it that will be it for the first period of extra time. In fact they won’t take it that will do it for the first fifteen minutes. Fifteen minutes 
to find a winner it is getting more and more intense all the time and still we wait. Thanks Gary. There’s Lothar Matthäus who’s err… self-movie-ing. A movie selfie for the former captain of West Germany. You’d think, wouldn’t you, that with Argentina’s extra time, and playing a day later, that this would seriously affect them but you’ve just saw in the first half of extra time just a fantastic 
chance for Palacio. Well this is three games out of the last four that have gone to extra time for Argentina. Germany were only taken all the way by Algeria at the start of the last sixteen – or the end of the last sixteen as it was. Still one big quarter of an hour left or it’s penalties. Which you’d assume Germany would win. That might be a big assumption that. Well that’s just the way it 
goes. But Argentina are pretty handy from the spot too as they showed against the Dutch in the last round. Garay back to Romero. A saver of two Netherlands’ penalties. Don’t think the man at the other end would lack confidence. Certainly not no. Think he might even take one would he not? Oh I would think so. Romero with the launch. Boateng, just for a second looked as though 
he might be beaten by Palacio. But it’s out from Neuer to Lahm. We might not get to penalties yet. He said hopefully. Touching the desk. Fingers crossed. Although, there is an argument the other way of course. Some sort of drama guaranteed anyway. Hummels. Boateng. Biglia tried to win it away from Müller, then went in late! And that will be a free kick. That’s Schweinsteiger is 
it he’s caught? He got a knock a few minutes earlier from Mascherano didn’t he? That was Biglia and Mascherano that went in. It was Mascherano actually who caught him. And Biglia’s on a card. The ref’s not seen that. He’s not seen it was Mascherano. And there’s the contact. They’ve both got him actually. There’s that warrior spirit. That last bit of energy that’s being dredged 
out of tired legs. Who can Germany work here? Özil leaves it for Kroos. Mascherano’s header. It’s cleared by Rojo. It will drop to Pablo Zabaleta. Agüero is the man in the middle. And Boateng was there with him. Lahm. I was about to say with lots of room to gallop into, but it’s not the galloping stage now. The thing is when you gallop forward as a full back you’re worried about 
having to get back aren’t you? With a dozen minutes left of the World Cup Final left I would think so. Kroos. Breaks to Özil. Lahm. Nicely back to Mesut Özil! Cleared by Rojo. Agüero’s jumped into Schweinsteiger there. Free kick. Agüero on a yellow card. Careful, careful! He’s caught another one. It’s that look as though to say ‘What? What have I done?’ He flung his left arm across 
and he knew where Schweinsteiger was. Very lucky. That really is fortunate that the referee has not seen that clearly. Or Mascherano’s tackle just before on Schweinsteiger. 1990 World Cup Final in Rome. Look at that! There’s the evidence. Goodness me! Argentina fell apart towards the end of the second half. They’d had Pedro Monz sent off, then Dezotti went and Brehme 
tucked home the winner from the penalty spot. Kroos knows, look, doesn’t he, straight away. Turns the knock that Schweinsteiger had taken. Well that’s not a second yellow card is it? No. That’s a red card isn’t it? Yep, straight off. And he’s got nothing. And Schweinsteiger’s asking the question why not? Sami Khedira is really furious. He’s the errr, non-playing sub today of course 
and he’s having to led away by Hans-Dieter Flick, the Germany assistant. On goes the game with a Kroos free kick delivery. Götze. And now it’s an Argentina ball. And they’ve got a head injury of their own to worry about. It’s Müller on Demichelis. Ah, sorry I was just looking at the kerfuffle down in front of us in the technical area. You’d want Schweinsteiger on cos he’d take a pen 
would he not? You’d want him on full stop. Well yeah, but I mean, it’s, y’know, your second bit of thinking. Obviously the first is, you’re right you say, but he would take a penalty. And so would Agüero. And he really shouldn’t be on. Messi. Managed to get away from Özil. Gago is then met by Schürrle. Germany down to ten. Shoulda been Argentina down to ten for the rest of the 
match. Those in front of the German dugout are getting very animated now. Khedira was furious. Yeah. They need to calm down though, the game’s on. Yes, they’ve been hard done by, but it’s gone. Höwedes out to Lahm. Biglia’s there to stop a straight run down the right wing. Schweinsteiger is back to his feet and saying ‘get me on’. Well the reception from Germans and Brazilians 
in the Maracanã. Schweinsteiger’s last four international goals have all been penalties. They’ll need him. Should clarify that, with eight and a half minutes to go, they might need him. Lahm. Shirt was tugged by Palacio. Cue for all the German substitutes to get to their feet again! And Joachim Löw is actually the man in the middle of it all, calling for calm. Yeah. Just getting a little bit 
too excited. Got a free kick. Minds going back to the 2006 again after the penalty shoot out in Germany. Really do hope, if we do get there, it doesn’t end up in those sort of scenes. It would not befit the final of a tournament that’s generally been played in good spirits. Yeah, very good generally. Schürrle. Working it in. Chance for Götze! Mario Götze’s scored for Germany! There’s 
the coolest man in Rio. Even the chancellor is to her feet! A symbolic goal scorer. One of the new batch of brilliant German talent has put them in front in the closing minutes of the World Cup Final. What a great run as well this is, just committing defenders. Schürrle thinks ‘shall I, shall I not?’. Fantastic first touch, and that’s an absolutely brilliant finish. Look at that technique. 
Fantastic! Didn’t even look where the goalkeeper was, he just knew where he was going. That’s a goal worthy of winning the biggest final around. Yep. Mario Götze. Schooled by Borussia Dortmund. On to Bayern Munich he went. He wins a lot at club level. Has he just won the biggest prize you can get? Up goes Müller with the header. Argentina have to throw the lot at Germany 
now. Boateng. Lahm. Think of the chances Argentina have missed. The likes of Higuaín and Messi missing them. That took the best technique of all. Wasn’t it just magnificent? Yep. Absolutely fantastic. He doesn’t think so. It’s Neuer with a huge bowl out to Schürrle. Sliced out by Kroos. Jumping Germans right around the ground. A fourth world title is near. Just can’t get the ball 
at the moment, Argentina, to effect a reply. Messi. Can’t work it all the way over to Palacio. It was cleared by Boateng. Rojo did well to wait for it. Götze couldn’t slide enough. Great cross! Just behind Palacio! Comes out to Biglia. And that’s heavy. And Lionel Messi can’t keep the ball in play. No. Great idea as well but Schürrle thought ‘shall I, shan’t I?’ and it’s the early ball which 
is the key. What a sensational finish that is. From that angle. What a chip through. What a finish into the goal. Might not be finished yet though. Rojo is racing onto this! Neuer! Brilliant! There isn’t another goalkeeper in the world who could do that. He is the best. He loves it. He absolutely loves it. He just wants to be part of the action. That’s gone out. Özil’s run the ball across the 
line. Won by Götze. Won with his arm. Three and a half minutes for Argentina to find a goal that would force penalties. That’s Höwedes scrapping. Where has the left back gone? Gago. Looking for Rojo who’s playing as a left winger for Argentina now. Didn’t go out. Neuer’s had to go back to his goal. In came Messi! Yep. The goalkeeper knew exactly where this was going. Just 
watch him in a minute, Neuer. Saw that coming. Decided to stay. Nope. Nothing the other goalkeeper could have done about that goal. No. Another German substitution I think. Yeah, they have another one left. Per Mertesacker is gonna get a run out in this World Cup Final in the closing minutes. I’m guessing he’s not playing up front either. That’s if they can get him on. They will 
right now if the referee puts his head up and sees that the substitution is ready to be made. Not yet. It will be Romero to punt it long. Garay will go. Demichelis has already gone. Only Mascherano sitting now. Rojo. And that is Neuer’s. All night long. Just wondering if he might kick it out to get Mertesacker on. He’s gone long with it. Turned back to Romero who immediately clutched 
his left groin. Too high for Agüero. Here’s Mascherano. Ninety seconds remain of the World Cup Final. Zabaleta. Argentina need all of their warriors for it now and a stroke of luck. Müller. He was being wrestled but he’s managed to get away! Müller! He couldn’t find Özil. He was in such a great position as well, Özil. Götze. Blocked by Rojo. Biglia’s lost it. Unfairly tackled. Free 
kick. Here’s the Germany change. Yeah I was gonna say, not a bad place to file either is it. They’re getting ready. They’re on standby to celebrate. Özil coming off for Mertesacker. Coming off at his leisure. Germany are seconds away. Well you may argue now they’ve got four centre backs on now haven’t they, with Höwedes. Mertesacker’s got his eyes on that ball already and wins 
it. Mascherano. Helped on but only to Neuer. Yeah. But look Neuer, how quickly Neuer is, he’s off the line, he’s ready, he’s alert. He knows this is his time. Joachim Löw managing to look as cool as anybody possibly could in the circumstances that he’s in. He always does, does Cliff. Wandering away as he does, about to become a world champion-winning coach if his team can 
hold out for two more minutes. Two minutes left of Alejandro Sabella’s spell in time in charge of the Argentinian national team. Mascherano. One last surge down the middle. Messi. One last Messi run maybe! He’s been brought down by Bastian Schweinsteiger. Looks like he might have cramp I think. Stretching. I’d just stay down as long as you can I think. Because we don’t really 
want to see him get a second yellow card at this stage. Agüero got away with his. Schweinsteiger got away with that. Argentina free kick. This really is last chance saloon. Why is Romero not in? Romero is asking to go forward. Why would you stop him? Those fans have seen him. Sabella’s ignoring him. Lionel Messi. He’s asking Sabella. Sabella is ignoring him. Now he’s said he 
can go, has he? No. No I don’t think he has. Why wouldn’t you let him go! Well this is the moment. They’ve only been fleeting from Lionel Messi. Best player in the world. There are some that are still having Ronaldo. Ronaldo officially the world player of the year this year. It’s not been the final he would have wanted it to be, Lionel Messi. Unless he can put this in against the best 
goalkeeper in the world. Or create something for somebody else. Well presumably as well, Schweinsteiger will have to go off. He can barely move. He can barely watch. All about Messi. Those Argentina players will race in if there’s any rebound. Messi’s free kick! That’s his night. That’s his final. It’s not Argentina’s. Now, the other thing I think about that free kick, it’s a long way out 
to beat Neuer. They know don’t they? Mario Götze has just asked the question of referee Rizzoli. The first World Cup win for the reunified Germany. Back with Romero. The referee has had another look at both watches. They’re screaming for full time down on the touch line. Rojo. Another look at the watch! Another muted cheer from the Germany substitutes. That’ll be a free kick. 
That’ll do it for them now. Yeah. That’s Schweinsteiger taken out for them again. He has given absolutely everything. But he doesn’t have to give anymore! Germany are champions of the world! One Götze goal has the whole of Germany, it’s leaders and power brokers beaming from ear to ear. Not a night for the world’s best individual to shine, but a night for the world’s best 
international team put it all together as a team again. And you might argue that the goal that wins the game is the most difficult chance of the night. Bearing in mind the ones that went before it. Argentinian tears are one side of the story. The German celebrations will carry on, they have been a long time in the making. They’ve seen this team grow. They’ve grown together. Six of the 
team five years ago won the European Under 21 Championship. Neuer, Boateng, Hummels, Höwedes, Khedira, Özil. They’ve all come through together. Schooled masterfully by that man Joachim Löw, who’s done what his long time ally Jürgen Klinsmann couldn’t quite do. He’s taken Germany to the top of the world. Lothar Matthäus once upon a time had his hands on the crown. 
This is Philipp Lahm’s time. And once more, Germany’s time.

The nervous tension of a group of players about to realise the dream. A moment where the money doesn’t really matter. Look into the eyes. From the parks and playing fields to the professional game, this is it. The pinnacle. The twentieth World Cup Final. And one of that number about to step onto the iconic Maracanã Field. Miroslav Klose it’s a second shot at becoming a world 
champion, a final shot. But for most of the rest, in all likelihood, this really will be it. Their only shot. Before the game we will of course observe the national anthems of Germany and Argentina – for all of the players standing in line, all of the supporters from the two countries who have travelled to Rio de Janeiro. Their anthem will have never sounded so sweet. That will hurt Brazil 
hearing the Argentinian national anthem proud and very loud ringing around their stadium, their temple of football. Their time has gone for this World Cup it’s time for Germany versus Argentina part three in finals terms, a record. Let’s hope for something a little more like 1986 and a little less 1990. Heads of State are in position. It was to be the same Germany team for the finals 
that which started the semi final slaughter of the hosts – but spare a thought for Sami Khedira injured in the pre-match warm-up and what that means is a first competitive start for twenty-three year old Borussia Mönchengladbach man, Christoph Kramer. There are six Bayern Munich players in the side coached at club level of course by Pep Guardiola four years ago, six of the 
winning Spain side came from Barcelona coached by Pep Guardiola. There’s also Miroslav Klose for what will surely be his final World Cup appearance. Three of his record sixteen goals have come against Argentina in the last two tournaments. Nicola Rizzoli has the honour of refereeing the biggest game. Let’s hope he has a much more routine job than befell Howard Webb last 
time round. Well Argentina had hoped that Ángel Di María would have recovered from a thigh injury to start but the Real Madrid man pulled up in training yesterday and isn’t being risked. It means that they are unchanged with Enzo Pérez featuring again and with Sergio Agüero only amongst the subs again. Marcos Rojo, the left back, had been another slight injury doubt but he’s 
okay to continue in a team yet to concede a goal in the knockout stages. It’s a team that is all about the two M’s. Mascherano to stop them and Messi to star. Proudest moment in the coaching career of Joachim Löw and Alex Sabella both cut their teeth as national team assistants before promotions. Both now looking to greater honours then their more illustrious predecessors 
Klinsmann and Passarella managed. One of the modern wonders of the world. What a setting for a game that promises so much. The stars are out and ready to shine. Everything’s set for the twentieth World Cup Final. The ultimate contest in the game. One of the ultimate teams against another that’s a lot more reliant on one particular talent. It’s the Die Mannschaft against The 
Man. Are we set, Mark, for Germany’s graduation? Or will it be Messi’s finest moment? This is the fourth time I’ve seen Argentina live Guy and they don’t half scrap for everything, but I think they’ll need a bit of magic from the aforementioned little fella for them to win today. Pablo Zabaleta was trying to get down the right hand side. One of those aforementioned scrappers. No two 
more than he and Javier Mascherano really do typify the Argentinian spirit. Both terrific in the slog that was the semi-final win against the Netherlands. Eventually on penalties. Will they play a part as well Mark? Because they’ve had a day less to prepare and they won’t be quite as fresh as the Germans. No, they won’t be as fresh as the Germans and also if you really looked at the 
Germany game against Brazil they only had to play for about twenty-five minutes, so a massive difference. It went from one nil to five nil in under seven minutes. They will find this Argentina defence a lot harder to pick through. Yeah especially with Mascherano and Biglia sat in front of them. At the moment they’ve started with Pérez on the left, Lavezzi on the right, Higuaín alone on 
his own through the middle and Messi just tucked in behind him. Here’s Bastian Schweinsteiger. Kramer, what a moment for him. An unexpected one at the last minute. Özil collects and tried to play a tricky one through to Miroslav Klose. Argentina sitting very deep in these early stages. A mistake from Benedikt Höwedes gives the South American side the throw-in. Demichelis 
gave it away. Mascherano has only managed to help that one onto Müller who claims he was blocked and the referee agrees with that claim. Yeah, it’s a foul by Rojo. I don’t think he even attempts to play the ball. It’s a daft foul as well. He just clatters into the back of him. There can be a touch of the reckless about Marcos Rojo. In the two years at Sporting Lisbon in Portugal he 
has seen five red cards, three of them last season. They score from set pieces don’t they Germany? They have been doing. More from the wider positions into the box but they will fancy this all right. Committee meeting first. The smile on Schweinsteiger’s face is telling. Sergio Romero has kept three clean sheets in a row. He’s hard to beat. So are Germany when it comes to free 
kicks. This is interesting. What happens next? They’re all in the queue. Not a lot happens next. No. A bit dancing round with handbags really wannit? Hummels has to retreat and go back with Lavezzi. Lavezzi can’t poke it by Boateng but that’s Higuaín. And Neuer wasn’t entirely sure where his line was. As it goes for a Germany throw Argentina’s first sortie into opposition territory 
and they look dangerous. And from a very poor German free kick. You could hear the change in noise around the Maracanã as soon as the men in blue broke forward. Argentina have by far and away the lion’s share in support – even though most of Brazil are definitely getting behind the European team. The scene by Copacabana Beach the last two or three days have been 
incredible. Camper vans cars, scooters. Haha. Have come across the border anyway they could. Are sleeping everywhere and anywhere. It’s been an Argentinian takeover. Yeah. They’ll be hoping for Argentinian take away won’t they? They aren’t the favourites. It might be worth pointing out in the last World Cup here, the only previous World Cup Final here, Brazil came into it after 
sticking seven past Sweden and six against Spain. They then lost as favourites to Uruguay. Here’s Özil and Müller nearly came back to Mesut Özil. Yeah, he looked to pick him out Müller actually. Struggled with the deflection back to the goalkeeper. Romero was in a hurry trying to set Lionel Messi running away and there he goes putting the brakes on to send Höwedes off the 
scent. Left back was in the right position to stop the ball in though. Kroos straight at the referee. The referee is just saying ‘I couldn’t really get out the way’. It would have helped if you had, mind. The last touch was a German one so it will be an Argentine throw. That was unfortunate there Señor Rizzoli. It’s his fourth game at the tournament. This is the third time he’s reffed Argentina 
here. Garay. Rojo. Breaks for Klose. Müller keeps it in to find Lahm. Well the noise around the place now you could be in Buenos Aires watching Boca Juniors or River Plate. Astonishing. Müller might just get onto that and it is Martin Demichelis who came across to stop him in no uncertain terms. Lahm. Müller a bit of room. Curling ball in is easy enough for Romero. Little bit 
worried already regarding Argentina down the left hand side. That’s three separate occasions that they’re all coming down here. Kramer had a little spell just before. Müller obviously. Lahm’s basically got nobody opposing him at all. Kroos dictating a lot of the passing in the German midfield. They look sharp Germany. Özil. Schweinsteiger. Kramer out to Lahm. Sharp and measured. 
They won’t hurry it. You can see the confidence oozing out of every player in white. Hummels. Höwedes problem with his left knee but got taken off at half time at five nil at Brazil purely as precaution. And look at the room Philipp Lahm’s got again. Away from Rojo and Pérez. Müller’s waiting on the touch line again but there’s no way through for Kroos. Messi. He’s gonna leave 
Hummels in his wake here twice. Messi. Can he pull it back? He did but he found Schweinsteiger in the way. Someone was saying the other day that Messi was a little bit tired. Wakey wakey. Not now. There has also been a feeling hasn’t there? That he’s been saving something special? We hope so. Müller again lurking menacingly on the touch line. Tucks it through into Jerome 
Boateng. Lahm. Schweinsteiger. Effortlessly tapped back to him by Thomas Müller. Then the space was closed out came Demichelis into that pocket again. It won’t be an Argentina throw because the whistle has already gone for a free kick to them. Yeah it wasn’t the pinching the ball off Messi, it was the first challenge by Hummels I think. Looks brilliant though. He almost stops 
then he goes again. Hummels is just trailing in his wake. Pérez was waiting, Higuaín was the man furthest man over. Well read by Schweinsteiger. Lavezzi hooked into Zabaleta. Higuaín. Zabaleta. Pérez in the box in-between the two of them and turned clear by Müller. Great play by Zabaleta. We haven’t seen him come forward that often in this competition. Mascherano. Kept in 
by Rojo. Nicely down by Mascherano. Messi finds Biglia. Biglia had time to line it up there. Took plenty of time and just allowed Höwedes to slide in and block him. Decent block too by the Schalke man. Yeah it was. We haven’t got a ball at the moment. There is a spare special final Brazuca. There’s the man most consider to be the world’s best goalkeeper. Having to keep out the 
man many think is the world’s best player and co. Lavezzi with the corner and it’s Klose back to head it away. Lavezzi with another ball into the box and that is as easy as you like for Neuer. Yeah, that’s three occasions as well Argentina down their right causing problems. We thought it might be cagey and perhaps lack a bit of pace early on. Not a bit of it. Certainly not. Klose furthest 
forward, Özil taking his time about thinking where to go next. Zabaleta hungrily into the tackle. Doesn’t really ever tackle any other way. Kramer. Kroos. Philipp Lahm. Schweinsteiger was endeavouring to find Kramer. Does well to win it back but it’s only temporarily. Kramer’s actually playing a little bit further forward than Khedira would be, certainly from that point of view, he’s just 
giving the Argentinians a little bit of problem when he tries to come off the front man. Now Demichelis started to scamper over, realised he wouldn’t get there. Messi who comes back to help him out defensively and Germany have a throw. Here is Kroos. Philipp Lahm. Lahm has support from Müller. Looked in the middle instead for Klose. Demichelis stat stuff. Yeah. Demichelis 
just read it a split second before Miroslav Klose. Just did enough to put him off. His fortunes have changed. Deliberately left it I hope. From that slow start to Premier League life, he became a key player at the end of the season for Manchester City. He might just have conceded a free kick here. Klose isn’t it. I’m not sure it’s a foul is it? A little late. It is a another free kick in a very 
promising position for Germany. Just needed a closer look. Well this one looks more like a ball into the box. Mascherano is closest to Klose. It’s left for a Kroos in-swinger. Zabaleta read it. Germany’s throw. Schweinsteiger. Lahm outside. And it has squirted a little awkwardly off the head of Demichelis. Just caught the sun in his eyes. Well that’s the problem I think he gestured 
straight away maybe what happened before with Garay. It is a problem particularly in that goal mouth. You can see it just there. Well we can see it but he can’t. They need to see this now. It’s a Toni Kroos corner. The movement is fascinating to watch from the German players but. Tell you what it’s unlucky there it was meant for Müller who came out and round the back. As Pérez 
tried to run away. That’s twice now they’ve broken from set pieces Argentina which, err, for the neutrals is good. It’s what Joachim Löw spoke about. In the press conferences he was wary of the speed of the break. Wary of course of one man in particular. Just seen one darting run from him so far down the right hand side, Lionel Messi. Ezequiel Garay, solid centre back, finds 
Marcos Rojo who went a little off balance there. Looks down accusingly at the pitch. Yeah I don’t think so. Must have been a worm. They actually didn’t train on it yesterday in order to preserve the surface a little. There has actually been a lot of rain around Rio over the last few days. Perfect evening for the World Cup Final though. Klose. And there’s Demichelis and shoulder to 
shoulder with Miroslav Klose who has retaken the throw. That was a hefty blow for Christoph Kramer. Germany a man light right now. They don’t seem too worried, just keeping the ball. Back with Hummels. Now Boateng and, err, it’s the Argentina players who are pointing to the touch line telling Boateng to put it out of play. They don’t have to. It’s their man, they’ve made the decision 
on the pitch. Now Toni Kroos does that. You can say if they have the ball, Guy, they can make the decision. It’s the referee’s call if you want to stop play or not. Ohhh. Yeah. Perhaps he ought to have done. Yeah. It’s always when you’re looking the other way that you catch one. Oh dear. Yeah. Garay came in with everything he had and he took the full weight. Zabaleta got one the 
other night didn’t he? Very similar. Stick the jaw back into place. Well. There is Sami Khedira who. A penny for his thoughts. Ruled out in the warm-up, he is a player who’s had rotten luck with injury over the past season. So I don’t think we would expect him to come on quite so soon and Kramer will carry on for now. Only made his debut against Poland in one of the warm-ups in 
May. What a rise it has been for the twenty-three year old. Sometimes it’s just meant to be isn’t it? They’ll be watching on anxiously in the sword making town of Solingen where he’s from. Sure there’s plenty of steel in him though. He won’t be coming off, not if he has any say about it at all. No. He’s fine. He’s jogging round the pitch so. Over towards Lahm. It won’t reach him. 
Kramer’s back on. It’s Rojo who looks to try and find Higuaín. It’s a Germany throw played out right under the nose of Alejandro Sabella. They called him Alex when he was at Bramall Lane and Elland Road as a player. Standing down come what may after this game. Kroos to Lahm. Müller this time takes one. Nah, get up. He’s fine. It was Rojo who went in. It was. He was waiting 
for it. Well done ref. Yeah he was waiting for it. Nothing wrong with him. There was a bit of that in Germany’s opening game – the four nil against Portugal when Pepe was stupid to say the least to get himself sent off, but Müller didn’t half make the most of it. It doesn’t take a lot to get Pepe sent off does it? Excellent slide in to win it from Mascherano. Higuaín. Didn’t seem to have 
anywhere to go there. Rojo with the chip. Neuer to make sure that he’s sure footed to clear. Hummels. Oh that was a risk! Oh dear me what a chance for Higuaín! What a waste! He was presented with a World Cup Final gift! He obviously couldn’t believe it because he’s absolutely totally snatched at this. He waits there to hit it and he just well hit it almost came off the run off the 
boots was it? Just above the ankle. What an opportunity. Toni Kroos headed the ball back without looking. A player who has hardly wasted a pass all tournament long. And not to make the goalkeeper make a save from that particular situation is criminal. What a let off for Germany. Who now have a free kick in the Argentine half. And Kroos has just steadied himself to get his heart 
rate back to normal. Ahh, his heart will be pumping, absolutely pumping. He just tries to hit it too hard doesn’t he? Schweinsteiger. Kroos keeps it simple this time. Özil. Kramer was second to the ball. Demichelis won it. Free kick again, this time it’s a blue one. He does everything right when you look at it there, looked around and everything and. Ohh he’s just dragged it hasn’t 
he? Dear oh dear. The man wearing number nine. Look at Javier Mascherano’s reaction. And he looks at the bench. Oops. Sergio Agüero it was, number twenty, who had his shirt over his head. What he would give for a chance like that if and when he gets onto the field. Schweinsteiger collected nicely by Kroos. Loads of room. Aches of it for Philipp Lahm here. Wasn’t the best 
ball actually. No it sent him backwards rather than forwards. Hummels. Past the mid-way point of the first half. Lahm’s cross. Klose collects Müller takes over! Zabaleta. Left foot. Great. That’s Höwedes, He wanted the give and go. It’s Demichelis who will see him off – or will try to. Argentina throw. Höwedes was Germany’s goal scorer as we look down at the paced fanjets on 
Copacabana beach. Hope the tide doesn’t come in. It’s on its way. He was the goal-scorer for Germany the last time these sides met. A friendly in Frankfurt nearly two years ago now. A three one Argentina win. We had something almost as breathtaking as that Higuaín miss in the first half – we had a Lionel Messi missed penalty. Kroos. Lahm. Boateng to Hummels. Germany getting 
a bit of order back about themselves. Lahm. Back to Neuer who never minds receiving the ball anywhere is his own half of the field. One of the ultimate sweeper keepers against Algeria in the knockout phase – he was the best defender on the field. Schweinsteiger to Kroos. Lovely taken turn by Özil. Klose stopped by Garay. Yeah, just as well because Demichelis seemed to slip 
a little bit. Once again room for Lahm. Kramer wants it in the middle. Müller is the man in-between. Schweinsteiger. Lahm. That’s good pressing from Rojo and Pérez forcing Germany back. Schweinsteiger. Just a little behind Christoph Kramer. Bossing possession Germany not going anywhere that quickly with it yet. No, Schweinsteiger’s having too much of the ball as far as 
Argentina’s concerned. Good closing from Lavezzi. He’s on it again. And now able to advance. Didn’t get that one right. No. Not close enough to Kramer. Yeah and I think Kramer stopped thinking obviously he might have been running offside. There are some Germans here. And have been plenty of Germans wherever their team has played – they do have great support in Brazil. 
Particularly down in the south of the country. Even more today. Biglia. It was more Delia than Biglia wasn’t it? Forced out by the pressure of Kramer and oh Sabella’s face tells the story. Great one for reactions, Sabella. Never left in any real doubt what he’s thinking. Schweinsteiger. With the chip up towards Klose and Romero had seen it developing. Yeah, I think Klose realised if 
he went for that he was gonna get smashed wasn’t he? It’s just a split second. He’s on. Just he has a look at the goalkeeper and thinking ‘hmmm maybe not’. The timing of the run was exquisite. The veteran striker looking to go out on the biggest high of all. Having already, this tournament, broken the record for the number of goals scored at a World Cup. At The World Cup. Here’s 
Lahm. Ohhh! Through. Romero shovels it away, the flag is up! As Müller went for it, it wouldn’t have counted had he managed to get his toe end to it anyway. No! The flag seemed to go up late here. It’s a clever little ball as well. Great decision. And Señor Faverani was in just the right place to see it all. Now Argentina with Lavezzi sent sprawling. Free kick. Wanted to take it quickly, 
referee not ready because he’s making a note of the foul, and he’s going to give the first yellow card of the World Cup Final. Bastian Schweinsteiger gets it. Well there’s no good complaining. Stopped him in his tracks and he flicked away at him. Daft really as well cause Boateng was just waiting to tackle him. No surprise at all to see who’s on the ball awaiting to strike it. It’s Biglia’s 
little touch to Messi to allow him to run. Can’t get through that way. Mascherano. Just kept it in. Might have caused a problem Romero who’s out to tidy up. Rojo not very tidy from Germany there. Messi. Lavezzi. With Rojo and Higuaín in there! Flags up! Oh! Flags up! It’s not going to count! He doesn’t know. He doesn’t know yet. He doesn’t know yet. But Argentina have not taken 
the lead! Well the flag went up very, very quickly! Great ball into him! This is a ball and a half. An absolute, correct decision again. What a finish after his miss as well. Look at that curling away from Neuer. This time we give the thumbs up to the other referee Andrea Stefani. I think Schürrle might be coming on here, Guy, he’s taken his top off. And it’s Kramer. Well there’s a subplot 
within a big story. A subplot within a subplot. Kramer in at the last minute for Sami Khedira – injured in the warm-up and now he’s only lasted half an hour himself. Groggy. And now he’s very, very dazed. Yeah, groggy isn’t he? Hope he’s alright. Christoph Kramer’s dream hasn’t quiet gone to plan. On will come André Schürrle who, when he has left the bench, has made impact 
after impact for Germany. Well you get the impression actually he is a real impact player. He’s one of those you look at him when he starts and thinks not sure, when he comes on most definitely. Yep, referees assistant just explaining to Lionel what was wrong. André Schürrle. The Chelsea player came on as a substitute against Algeria in the last sixteen to make the difference to 
give Germany the lead to look really lively throughout. Then came on against Brazil last Tuesday. Got himself two of the seven. He’s gonna play on the left. So I think they will probably just. I don’t know whether they are going to drop Özil in a little bit with Kroos and obviously Schweinsteiger. Play a front three. Well Joachim Löw, even in his days as assistant to Jürgen Klinsmann, 
was known to the master tactician in his camp. He will have a plan for every eventuality. It’s not how he wanted it to go for his team at his stage. No, in many ways this might improve Germany’s attacking prowess and Höwedes at left back is not particularly great at going forward – and we know what Schürrle’s all about attacking people in those areas. Cleared by Garay. Comes 
straight back to him. Lavezzi. Got through a gap. Ahhh. It’s a foul but you don’t need to keep rolling over do you? It’s a foul, get on with it. Mesut Özil who caught him. Let’s see how many rolls we can count. One. Two. Three. Think there was three and a half. Zabaleta. Mascherano. Zabaleta. He’s been taken out. Ohhh. That is a naughty one. That’s Höwedes and that will be a 
yellow card. Maybe something brewing for Argentina here. Yep. Two German names in the referee’s notebook. Germany already having to make well one change in the game and one just before it. Ohhh, it’s a naughty foul that. Watch this. Offfft. To be fair to Zabaleta he’s tough isn’t he? If he’s going to catch any player in the Argentinian side who’s going to note it down for later 
he’s just caught him. Ah yeah, any player plus Mascherano. And him. Schweinsteiger. Just need to settle down a bit Germany here. You might say they have already got off lightly with Higuaín missing that sitter. Özil. Lahm still creeps forward down the right. Schweinsteiger becomes even more important to the Germany plans now. Müller. No room for Klose. Ahh great tackle 
Demichelis. And Lavezzi was running away with the ball. The Italian referee begs to differ. Lahm to Klose. Rojo almost getting in Pérez’s way. Both were so eager to make the tackle themselves. Yep. It’s getting little bit spicy which is always good. And here we are just ten minutes from forty-five being played and this is good stuff. Not edge of your seat stuff yet but there’s a lot 
developing here in Rio de Janeiro. Lavezzi breaks to Messi. Messi runs at the heart. He couldn’t get it through to Higuaín. He has managed to win a corner. It was Schweinsteiger again, I think. That’s twice now important interventions. Great run as well, Lavezzi, originally into Messi. Schweinsteiger there just reads the situation. Argentina corner. Lavezzi suddenly has got a turn of 
pace from somewhere. Starting his fourth game in a row with Sergio Agüero having being ruled out. Ah yeah, we need one of them mate to carry on. He’s looking really lively is the Paris Saint-Germain player. It is Lavezzi’s corner and it’s Manuel Neuer’s – the box belongs to him. Yep. Schürrle. Müller gives Zabaleta the slip. Good chance! Good save Romero! Schürrle met it nicely! 
So did the keeper! I think it’s a corner isn’t it? He’s saying no Romero. Good ball wasn’t it Müller? Zabaleta just had a little nip at him. Özil just got out of the way. Offside. Goal kick has been given. Oh offside has been given. Offside Özil. Romero taps it coolly out to Martín Demichelis. Germany nil Argentina nil. Argentina have had the ball in the German net. Offside Higuaín. Who 
should have had the ball in the German net earlier. Messi runs straight into Schweinsteiger who doesn’t make a meal of it, just gets on with the free kick. Schürrle. Lahm again down the right. He’s the target. Perfect ball to him, just bounced off his boot. Yeah he wanted to keep it a lot lower obviously. Great ball into him. That’s gone out for an Argentina  throw-in. Well they’ve had 
a rocky few minutes Germany, they don’t really seem to have got their rhythm back at the moment. So fantastically poised this game. Demichelis. Another one for Argentina. Beaten in only one of their last twenty-five games. Germany can do better than that. One defeat in their last twenty-seven. Lavezzi wanted to take that one in a little more than a hurry than Pérez who has swapped 
sides just for the moment. Yeah, since Lavezzi took the corner before he’s not gone back to his original position. Another one. They’re creeping forward steadily. Zabaleta. This time it’s Germany’s. Ticking around towards half time. Strange to think that after today it’s all over, but luckily you don’t have to wait for the football to start again. Match of the Day returns in thirty-four days 
time Saturday, August sixteenth, for it’s fiftieth year. Here’s Messi. Messi has managed to get through and it’s turned away from goal! It’s Boateng isn’t it? Got through unbelievably easy Messi. And Hummels is feeling the pace of the races. He’s having to have against a brilliant Argentina number ten. He is largely being kept quiet but you know it’s there. Yep. Thing is Hummels and 
Höwedes are big guys aren’t they? Long strides. Short little steps of Messi causing them problems. Pérez blocked no free kick. Well done ref. It’s Boateng who came to meet him and a slide of a ball towards Müller is met by a slide of Garay. Kroos. Late challenge there. Germany appeal for a free kick. It’s Müller who’s down again. Referee didn’t see it. Biglia. Müller now back to 
his feet. Biglia caught on the ball and then rather needlessly fouled by Schürrle. A silly foul isn’t it? Müller and Rojo having a little bit of a set two here. Lavezzi is across to have a word and Mascherano is there too. Thomas Müller can rub opponents up the wrong way and he’s doing just that here. This will play into Argentina hands. I would have thought so. Ahh that’s just the Schürrle 
foul I mean. I needed that... All day but. Shhhh. Its amazing when they don’t see… that’s the this is the one. What’s that? I think it was something rather manufactured by Thomas Müller. It was indeed for the second time. Cleared by Romero, but straight to Bastian Schweinsteiger, who’s trying to pull the strings in the middle of it all for Germany. Kroos ran into Zabaleta, here he is 
again Schweinsteiger to find Lahm, two of the long servers in this Germany team. Müller. Completing the bright Bayern Munich triangle and on the ball again to cross. Zabaleta away. Rojo’s lucky ‘cause he tried to be too clever. In the end he just let Müller have a simple cross. Thank goodness for Zabaleta for Argentina. Thomas Müller certainly has to be careful because if he really 
wants a battle he’s playing the right team for it. Or the wrong team. That goes Argentina’s way, contested by Schürrle, who’s come on full of fire. Yeah. They’re getting a little bit rattled the Germans. Which you said before would suit Argentina. They won’t have a problem with this. It was the right call – Argentina throw. Rojo. Being conducted by Alex Sabella down there. Pérez for 
Mascherano. Given away. Müller. Good footwork from Özil teeing up the chance and it is straight at Romero from Kroos. Bad pass wasn’t it in the end? Klose did really well here as well. Great awareness out of his feet. That’s a bad pass. That pass is not his thing today. That’s two now isn’t it? Özil. Now Germany just showing signs approaching half time just knocking it around 
again. Özil’s just run into trouble again. Biglia. Well, they are going over too easy as well, that’s the other thing. Hummels had to make sure he stayed in front of Lavezzi. Lahm. Schweinsteiger. Kroos. Müller. Müller’s ball in! Could Miroslav Klose have flung himself at that? I think he thought about it. Great ball isn’t it? No. Romero takes his time. Well even though its goalless for a 
World Cup Final it’s actually been good this first half. Kept in by Pérez. Schweinsteiger who has run most of the first half. Kroos. Lots of room again for Toni Kroos. Müller who always finds it wherever on the field he can. Lahm. Germany corner we move into two minutes of first half added time. They have such a good relationship down the right haven’t they, Müller and Lahm? Really 
difficult for Pérez in there. It’s difficult. It’ll be Kroos with the corner. Hummels and Höwedes have made their way into the Argentina penalty area for it. Argentina have left two up front. And it comes from Kroos. Romero started to move towards the ball and retreated and they will stay back in there for another corner kick. Hummels the danger. Two goals in the World Cup already 
– one against Portugal, one against France. Müller is, err, the target of the referees attention again. There’s a little bit of pushing and pulling between him and Pablo Zabaleta. Eh. Expectant German fans watch the Toni Kroos corner! And it’s against the post! The flags gone up! It’s being waved. It’s not gone in and Romero has the ball in his grateful gloves. Such a great header as 
well this was from Höwedes. It’s that one, it’s the second isn’t it? It’s this. That comes off the post there. I’m saying it’s a good header he should have scored. He had a free run at it. Should have scored. And Müller’s offside. He got great leverage as well on the header. Good officiation once again. Stroke of luck for Argentina there. Schürrle caught by Zabaleta. Half time at the 
Maracanã. We haven’t had a goal but we have seen a glaring miss from Gonzalo Higuaín who then did put the ball in the net – only for the effort to be ruled out for offside. And then right at the end we had the Höwedes header. We think we’re going to get goals – we just don’t know when they will come or who will score them. Half time in Rio. It is Germany nil Argentina nil. Thanks 
Gary. And we’re going to tell you about a change to start with because Ezequiel Lavezzi is going off, to be replaced by Sergio Agüero. It is of course an Argentina change. That’s who came into the side after Agüero was ruled out through injury and has started the last three games. Agüero still looking for his first World Cup goal. Indeed, he’s got half a dozen international appearances 
without a goal. But not a bad player to have coming on at half time. Yeah, although we saw him, didn’t we, the other night in São Paulo and he did really look very, very ring-rusty. He looked short to say the least. Groin problems? Not sure you can say that. He’s had quite a number of muscular problems actually since the turn of the year hasn’t he with Manchester City? Well there’s 
his first touch of the World Cup Final. He’s handing it back to Javier Mascherano and now Messi’s on the run already. Höwedes is beaten by Higuaín. Agüero in the box. Höwedes has recovered to stop the ball from joining him in there. Just a little story developing that Argentina players kept the German team waiting some time in the players tunnel. Higuaín, Zabaleta outside. Pérez 
the man behind. Mascherano. Lifted through for Higuaín! Offside. Offside again. Free kick Germany. But that’s the place they’re gonna get in isn’t it? Down that side again. That’s probably what, four or five different occasions now? Just looking what Argentina have done as well, Guy, I think Higuaín is probably gonna play on the right, Messi almost in the middle and Agüero on the 
left. And obviously now in terms of Agüero and Higuaín, they’ve gotta tuck in from that side. And Pérez is sort of playing right sided midfielder. Through. For Agüero to try to run on to it. But Jérôme Boateng combines with Neuer. Yeah, it was easy for Boateng wasn’t it? Such a long stride. Really positive second half start from Argentina though. Biglia. Now Biglia is more on the left 
of Mascherano. He’s got it through to Messi and the flag stayed down this time! Messi’s missed. Right across the face. With the crowd just waiting to roar. Of all the people. There was just a massive, massive intake of breath. This now, you’re just waiting for the net to bulge aren’t ya? How close was it? Very. Neuer was beaten. He was stranded. Another Argentina opportunity has 
gone by. But it has got those blue and white striped shirted supporters up to their feet and waving their flags again. They like what they’re seeing since the break. They might not like this with Müller on the ball. Lahm to Boateng. Lahm won the ball at his will. Maybe that’s why. Yeah. Little bit wasted. I think you’re right, a really bright start by Argentina. He’s not just looking down 
feeling the left hamstring is he? Well, I’m hoping it’s an itch. So is he. There on the cameras, Alejandro Sabella. Germany nil, Argentina nil, still. A lot of Argentina fans wondering how that’s the case. Höwedes header. Fired through by Mascherano but all the way through. Not quite sure who that was meant for. They did keep Germany waiting a long time. And maybe that did just 
unsettle German players. Except Philipp Lahm who’d gone out onto the field. He was called back by the referee. Lahm just ignored him. He had the Maracanã all to himself for a good two or three minutes. Headed away by Garay. Zabaleta. Just caught on it by Klose. Sunset in Rio. Not many finer sights in the world. That is a picture. Staggering isn’t it? To think we’ve been up there 
as well. Argentina free kick. Mistake by Pérez! And he’s indebted to Javier Mascherano for bailing him out there. And perhaps he’s lucky that it was closer and perhaps can’t get away as quickly as he once could. Garay. Don’t mind seeing the odd mistake – usually means goals. Through towards Agüero. Climbed early and high. Higuaín went in with Höwedes. Think Höwedes did 
just enough. Well, that’s a swing and miss from Higuaín. Mascherano. Messi on the move! Boateng’s there with him. Higuaín down to Agüero. Messi. Had the double of defenders upon him. Mascherano. Messi couldn’t get involved. He was wandering back, rather lazily back, from being offside. Yeah. If anyone’s allowed to do that though, he’s allowed to do that. Just at the moment, 
every time Argentina come forward it looks like they’re gonna pose, well they are posing problems for the Germans. Oh it’s like a football isn’t it now, look. That is amazing. It’s almost as though it was planned that way. Well, yeah. But it just, doesn’t look real does it? That’s how amazing it is. Höwedes. Kroos. Schürrle. And Özil. Got it out to Höwedes who showed too much of it to 
Pablo Zabaleta. Who took a bit of everything. Yeah. Well he did look like a centre back playing left back then, Höwedes, didn’t he? Second touch was a header almost. He must play centre back turned left back occasionally. Long time ago that was. Boateng. Here’s Höwedes once more. Captain of Schalke finds André Schürrle. Side stepped Zabaleta nicely. Room on the right 
once more for Philipp Lahm, should Germany choose to go that way. Lahm then towards Müller. Returned to the captain. Lahm threatened to bundle busily through. Instead he’s going to have to get back pretty quickly. Agüero. Great tackle, Boateng. Long legs. Just a long lever came out. Özil. Can’t get it past Biglia. Mascherano. Messi. Had a little rest then set off again.  
The game is quickening up as well which is great. Biglia. Even Mascherano threatened to break forward then but was ignored. They’ll try another way round. Zabaleta sets off. Demichelis first of all finds Pérez. It’s wasted by Mascherano. Two in a row for him. Most unusual. Kroos. Schweinsteiger going down the middle. It was a good ball to Özil. It’s going to bounce back for 
Schürrle. Schürrle down. Tripped by Zabaleta. Advantage is played and it’s turned around by Garay for the corner. Yep. Schürrle’s saying to the referee ‘why not give me a free kick?’ but the referee was actually giving Germany the advantage and he’s just explaining the same thing! Yep, foul. But what a good position Germany are in there. They’ll have to settle for the corner. Which 
they’re pretty good from. No card for Zabaleta incidentally. Höwedes is making the run up to the near post. It’s over him. Well over. And there’s a bit of pushing and pulling. It was Müller grabbing a hold of the shirt. Well, yeah, right. After his was pulled. In fact, I didn’t see him actually get a hold of Rojo at all. No, I’m afraid his free kick has gone against his reputation hasn’t it? 
Hummels is getting a hug from Garay. Yep. He is unlucky there, Thomas Müller. Boateng. Garay. That was hit home straight to Schweinsteiger. Boateng. Slowing the pace of the game down Germany. Not quite clever under the cosh, a little bit. Boateng. Müller was having to work. Rojo. Pérez. Argentina now quicken the tempo once more. Zabaleta. Looking for the run of Higuaín. 
Out comes Neuer. A long, long way. Big collision. He’s given a free kick the other way. The goal, errr, the referee. The other thing is, was Neuer inside the box when he made a connection with his fist? Well, I think that is exactly what Sergio Agüero is arguing about here. Higuaín has a look. He knows he’s coming, he can hear him. Well that doesn’t tell us does it? I think he’s just 
alright. Just. He is, he is. I think Higuaín might not be. It’s the knee coming up into the side of the face that’s the real problem. Is that dangerous play from the goalkeeper? He does get to the ball first. He has the advantage there of course. Yeah, but what’s he gonna do with his knees when he’s that high up in the air? That’s the first you think about. You make contact with the ball, 
and then worry about everything else a bit later. German keeper poalexing a boy in blue. We’re back to Schumacher against Battiston all over again. We are. Causing quite a ‘Macher to be frank. Thank goodness. Well Higuaín is half accepting the apology. Here it is. It’s hard to know how it can be a free kick to Germany. Well, it’s very harsh. How can that be a free kick to Germany? 
Well you can see why cos he got his head and his neck in the way didn’t he, in front of a six foot four inch German, hurtling through the air. I can understand his anger, and his dizziness. We’ve seen quite a few breaks or blows to the head throughout this World Cup. Yep. He’s, errrr, having a go now at the fourth official as well I think, Higuaín on the touchline. And Sabella’s joining 
in. It’s not the fourth official’s fault is it? He thought that’s maybe why they were there. Someone to blame. Schürrle. Kroos. Cut up by Rojo. It’s Lahm against Biglia. And it breaks for Schweinsteiger. Müller. Not getting a lot of movement from Klose are they? He’s finding it really difficult to get in the game at the moment. Schürrle. Özil. Lahm. Moving into that crouching position. 
Across towards Klose! Well he’s got one on target. There’s always at least one a match from him. Yeah, that’s what he’s good at. Playing in the confines of the eighteen yard box. Good leap. Just not great connection was it? It slided down his face more than actually right off the meat of the temple. Echoes for a moment the way he got off at 2002 when he announced himself to 
the World Cup in the far East with five goals – all headers. Hummels. To Schürrle. Schürrle runs into Pablo Zabaleta. Yeah, not a good idea that, is it? Just kept in. Would be an Argentina throw-in but they’re claiming it should have been a goal kick – but not the case. Joachim Löw is on the prowl with a few words to say it would seem. His team are pressing. Klose finds Lahm. 
Schweinsteiger wants to take over. Wide. Created room for Lahm. Who then couldn’t quite slide it to the feet of Müller. No, and I mean the replay will show us. But did Müller stop because he thought he was offside maybe? It’s a clever play off Lahm as well. Nah, he was just sort of twisted trying to get his position wasn’t he? Just the problem. For a minute there it looked like Bayern 
Munich were coming. Romero up and away. Firmly met by Hummels. Schürrle and Klose are after Zabaleta. Now it’s Klose on Romero. And he’s forced a slice from the keeper. Zabaleta. Ah, what a touch. Enough to shake off the tackle of Schürrle too. Demichelis. Has to hurry. Caught by Klose. Schürrle. Müller wants it in the middle. Zabaleta, or rather Mascherano, didn’t get it 
away. And then it’s behind Özil and he couldn’t really do anything about it. Nah, it just kind of shot up at him. It’s a little bit unlucky ‘cause I think Klose was also behind Özil. That’s where they pinch it. Good ball for Schürrle. The deflection off Mascherano there. Little bit unfortunate. Not a lot Özil could do. Running at full pelt. The World Cup Final remains intriguing. Still don’t think 
you’d want to firmly put yourself in one camp saying one is going to win it over the other. That’s Hummels against Agüero and that’s getting a little bit tetchy. Ah! Well done Agüero! He’d have fought three different people to win that corner. Strong isn’t he? Squat and strong. Looks far more ready for this than he did the other day. No, he was undercut the other day. No doubt about 
it. Clever too. Not gonna let Hummels anywhere near that. Demichelis and Garay from the back. Rojo too has got to leap. Aiming towards Agüero who’s claiming another. No. Goal kick. Now, my first thought was it was another corner for Argentina. Ah, think I was right. Off Klose wasn’t it? Off Klose. Schweinsteiger. You can see Schweinsteiger saying to Höwedes ‘where are you?’.  
He doesn’t really want it does he? Doesn’t want it there. No. Don’t think he wants it anywhere in all honesty. And look what it’s done. Really messy that between Neuer and Höwedes. Schweinsteiger is just saying to Höwedes ‘if you’re gonna send the ball...’. Zabaleta will take the Argentina  throw-in. Threatening to have a good spell here with Agüero, instrumental, involved. Higuaín 
to Pérez. And Mascherano’s made another mistake. There’ve been a few from him and then lunging into a turn for the error. He’s gonna get a yellow card, he’s caught Klose. He knew straight away as well didn’t he? I love that he doesn’t complain. ‘Yep okay, I’ll take that, my mistake’. Frustration. Argentina in the final, you might say largely down to his last ditch stretching tackle to 
deny Arjen Robben a chance. Most definitely. In the São Paolo semi-final. Stretched so much he did himself a mischief but he’s fit for today. Hummels to Boateng. Schweinsteiger. Müller. Agüero’s in. Oop. Is that his leg? I think he’ll be carded. Yep, it is. He’s up-ended Bastian Schweinsteiger here. And there is a lot of feeling creeping into this now. Echoes of when the men in the 
World Cup in Germany in 2006 went all the way to penalties. And you might remember what happened at the end of that. Schweinsteiger was actually punched in the back by Maxi Rodriguez. After the penalty shoot out, it all went off as they say. I think it’s because we’ve got that undercurrent in this game as well. Which is why it’s so intriguing. Lots and lots of Argentinian noise 
again. Thought they’d been quiet for a while. Höwedes. It’s out. And it’ll be Argentina’s to throw back in. I think he was overruled. Yeah. And Özil took it. Not to any great benefit for Germany. Messi. Past Özil. Biglia. Was caught waiting for it. Free kick though for Argentina. Klose as well. Come back a long way. Just couldn’t stop himself. It was on the slide. Yep. Germany have got 
six or seven players warming up behind the goal to our left here. Can’t bring ‘em all on. Played in. Ah. Too quickly. Neuer, only player ready for that. And that’s Lahm down the line for Müller. Müller’s looking for Schürrle. Demichelis! Ah very coolly done. Wow. Once again they’re absolutely right. Schürrle and Romero have words. Ha! Well we’ve had a player sent off in both of the 
last two World Cup finals. Why should this one be any different? I think you will know this, I think Romero is the biggest player Argentina have in terms of height. Not a tall team at all. Garay might share. Free kick now for Germany and Biglia’s contesting that. And there are little mini duels forming all over the field here. Returned to Özil by Müller. Zabaleta. Doesn’t take any chances 
at all. Kept in by Higuaín. Pérez claims handball and gets it against Toni Kroos. Not really sure what Kroos can do in that circumstance. And his hand is just there. What’s he supposed to do? Chop it off at the shoulder? Garay. Mascherano. Great run from Rojo down the left hand side. Lovely ball to him from Mascherano. Higuaín’s in the box. Agüero there as well. Charging back 
with Schweinsteiger. Who else? Who else? Three separate situations in the match, he’s just come in and saved Germany. It’s turned by Enzo Pérez. And he drove straight at Hummels. Demichelis out to Zabaleta who can get himself set to cross. Too close to Neuer. Schweinsteiger. The game’s opening now, Guy, now. Here we go. Lahm breezes past Biglia. And then is rather 
unceremoniously taken down. Yeah he bought it didn’t he? He wasn’t turning round and running back to his own goal. Höwedes. Lovely passing and moving by the Germany players. Höwedes now with a cross that’s anything but lovely. In fact it’s gonna go all the way over for a  throw-in. That’s why he’s a centre back. It’s also why have yet to see a goal to get us closer to determining 
who will be lifting that at the end of the day. Will we get a goal though? Don’t forget you can still vote for your goal of the tournament. Visit the BBC World Cup website and click on the goal you want to win. Or you can tweet the relevant hashtag of the score at @BBCMOTD. Vote closes on full time. Germany, passing their way through! Schürrle! It’s run through. It’s run away. Romero 
has got it. Poor touch. Poor touch as well here. Lovely little play as well in terms of one twos. Just wasn’t, his body wasn’t in any sort of shape to take it was he? Messi. Hardly seen him since half time. Not gonna see him much longer there either. He ran straight into Kroos. He’s not done it yet. Nah, he had a couple of moments in the first half most definitely. But you could have 
said that about him in some of the other games until the last couple of minutes. And then we saw something. In particular, the last sixteen game against Switzerland when he made the winner for Di María in the nick of time. Pérez and Schweinsteiger just having a bit of a falling out. Just on Messi, Mark, to be considered with Maradona, with Pelé, does he have to start performing 
for this game he’s done? Yes. That answered that then. Did you want the longer version? Ha. No, yes will do. Helped onto Schürrle! No. Little bit of anxiety in the German end. But they seem a relaxed bunch by and large. Argentina supporters have been anything but relaxed. I’m amazed all of them have made it for kick off. Because the noise being made last night in the streets 
of Rio until 6am! I can vouch for that. Fantastic stuff. Agüero on towards Higuaín. Höwedes away. In with Mascherano. Bravely you might say, in a fool hardy fashion, but he’s got a free kick. Well, I’m not sure it’s a free kick. He goes down low to head it. If you were allowed to challenge it. Demichelis. Messi. Zabaleta. Higuaín. Can’t get past Mats Hummels, one of the defenders 
of the tournament. Höwedes asked a lot of André Schürrle there. Schürrle went stride for stride with Zabaleta.  throw-in is Argentina’s. Looked as though the assistant was about to give it to Germany. He was. Undoubtedly was. And it is a throw. For Pérez to take, or Zabaleta to take now. Messi. Messi! Can’t take it. Looked as though he was about to burn away from Höwedes.  
I think he had a little look as well didn’t he? Just before the ball was due to arrive at his feet, at the position of Höwedes. But he just took his eye off it. They all look old enough to have enjoyed Maradona at his best. This isn’t Messi at his best yet tonight. Hummels. Straight to Mascherano. Lionel Messi. Zabaleta. Messi! Zabaleta! And then a touch from Pérez somehow bounces 
through to Messi. Messi bounces past a couple of tackles to shoot! He couldn’t quite wrap that left foot around but here he comes. Amazing isn’t it? When he’s up against defenders they seem mesmerised by him. Just here, I mean his movement is so, so quick. Short steps and fantastic control. He’s thinking Iran wasn’t he, all over again. The goal that won it in injury time. Moments 
after Iran themselves had had really good chances to win it. Then he ran at them, didn’t he? It’s still the case then, with nearly half an hour of the final play, that Argentina have yet to be behind in any World Cup. Müller up and away. Klose did well to keep his balance. Couldn’t quite keep the ball in the end. Nor could Lahm there. Jogi’s contemplating what move to make next. I think 
Sabella is going to make the next move. That will probably be Palacio, would it? Seems to come on quite regularly. He’s come on in four of the games. He maybe could have won it in extra time against the Dutch. Tame header straight at Jasper Cillessen. And we’ll know at some stage whether Di María is fit to play any part at all. I think if he is, he would be involved. Höwedes. 
Managed to beat Pérez to it. Schürrle. Loses that to Mascherano. And if that was just impeding stopping Mascherano getting away. Referee will want that taken from the right place. Question is, who does he come on for? Well they’ve got three forwards on already. This’ll be a statement. If it’s not the likes of Higuaín. Not taking Messi off are you? Agüero’s on. Well he’s either taking 
off Higuaín or he’s going for it with everything, Alex Sabella. Would that mean maybe Biglia? Nah I’ve seen the board, I’ve seen the board. It says ‘9’. Higuaín is going off. Romero up towards Agüero. Höwedes. Argentina’s  throw-in. And they’re going to make the change before play resumes. So, Gonzalo Higuaín, perhaps still being a little bit haunted inside by that first half miss 
when put through by, of all people, Toni Kroos, for the wayward back header. Yeah. And he obviously did believe he’d scored didn’t he, from that cross from the right hand side? He won’t be getting a goal in this World Cup Final. Rodrigo Palacio takes over. Demichelis. Agüero had to be strong. Messi! Trying to hold off Schweinsteiger. Wouldn’t quite run for Palacio and Neuer’s 
there to pounce. What a good bit of distribution too. Straight away he saw Müller screaming for the ball. Looked for a split second there as though Messi was gonna burst through everybody. Kroos. Müller. Got himself in a bit of a mix up. Might actually get a corner for it. I think what they’ve done now Argentina, ah this is that, look at that, absolutely fantastic, just stumbled and then 
off camera, well not off camera, he turned round and said to the referee he thought he’d been caught. He’s now played through the middle Messi. And Argentina looking all the more dangerous for it. It’ll be Germany who could threaten from this though. Garay is trying to wander wherever Mats Hummels wants to go. It’s over towards Müller. Couldn’t get off the floor to challenge 
for it. Argentina in no hurry to get out here. Hummels enabled to take up position on his way back. Müller! Lovely ball. And the defenders swarmed around Höwedes and the chance has gone. Again, it went to the wrong man. But he was the only man in there for Germany. Won back by Hummels. Here’s Boateng. Lahm. He’s lifting one towards Müller! That looked like a push. Yeah, 
everybody’s down in the middle. Like Becher’s Brook wannit? They will have to show us the chance that fell to Höwedes. Obviously not. Nah, think they just clattered into each other basically. There’s the one. Höwedes just couldn’t get it out of his feet and under control. Nope. That’s pretty much his story of this game. Broke free from Demichelis. Oh. No he didn’t. He fell over. 
There ref was just saying actually that all the German players are warming up behind the goal and it’s a distraction. So they’ve all gone back. For who? I think for him! Romero, clears. It’s Biglia out to Rojo. We have less than ten minutes of the ninety to go. And we’re yet to see a goal in the first World Cup Final played at the Maracanã since 1950. Up towards Palacio. Never really 
had a handle on where it was going over his head. No, no. And here’s Lahm. The game continues to be reasonably open. Chances are being threatened by both teams. Can Özil create something? It’s behind Schürrle! It’s Kroos! And he’s passed it wide of the post. Well wide. And it never really felt as though it was gonna make the net bulge. Great play by Lahm and Özil. Cuts 
inside, head up. Great little ball. Nope. Didn’t even bother or anything did he? No excuse really. There’s just no conviction in the shot. From the player who scored twice as Brazil were bulldozed in Belo on Tuesday. Well, that came from Lahm running at the opposition. There he is again. Wonder if we’re getting to the stage of the game now, with Germany pressing and Argentina 
forced to sit back, when the toil of Argentina’s semi against the Dutch takes its toll. More defending to do here. Nope. Goal kick. Yep. That’s Mascherano. Özil thinks it’s a corner. So did I at first. It’s not. No. Good decision. It’s Özil that’s in front of Mascherano. Özil then claims that he should have had a free kick. It will just be a goal kick for Argentina. Jogi Löw is unruffled. We’ve 
got a delay, you might have guessed by the hullabaloo in the background, from an intruder. That’s a far better sight. Yeah. Absolutely. That’s a great sight. And some village has just lost it’s idiot. Looks so close doesn’t it? You should see it with the naked eye from we’re sitting. Just on top of the hill. Germany nil. Argentina nil. Nodded on towards Klose. Combination of Demichelis 
and Garay. Combined to keep him away. Romero was very cool. And the lack of pace as well. Rojo. Biglia. Palacio on the move down the left. A slip from Boateng. Allows the ball to be played in to Messi but then there’s a slip from Agüero and I don’t think he would have been able to get onto it anyway. No, no. It was just as soon as he was setting himself, then Messi just flipped 
it as though he does about fifty of those a day. He was just, in you go. Well we knew the final would be tight. Didn’t quite know how it would pan out other than that. Six minutes. Are we set for the big finish? Argentina are getting ready to make their third and final change. And it looks like it’ll be a defensive one. It looks like Gago getting ready. Will they still be on level terms? Schürrle 
couldn’t quite find Müller. Germany’s throw. Sabella wants to make the change. The referee hasn’t glanced over. Hummels to Schweinsteiger, immediately out comes Zabaleta. Demichelis has the measure of Klose. It’ll be Gago for Pérez when they get the chance. Palacio. Five minutes to go. Mascherano. Argentina’s  throw-in. And here is their last throw substitution-wise. Enzo 
Pérez to leave the field. Started two games at this World Cup – not bad. Semi final and final. And now he makes way for Fernando Gago who started this tournament in the team. Yeah. Gago actually lost his place to Biglia. Home grown player takes the field for Argentina. Or rather home based with Boca Juniors. Another team player who fits the team mould. Very steady, solid. 
Joachim Löw is going to throw on someone a little more exciting in style – Mario Götze – when he gets the chance. Palacio on the ball meantime for Argentina. Gago. Mascherano. It will be Klose making way for Germany which you would presume, Mark, would mean Müller in the middle. Yep. Messi to Gago. Demanding the ball as soon as he’s left the bench. Ball well used by 
Biglia to find Messi! Messi then ran into Boateng. It’s Biglia again. What a great tackle that is. Yep. Two tackles actually. That one from Schweinsteiger yet again in the penalty area. And the one before was Boateng. And now the change. Mario Götze. The 22 year old who I think many thought would have had a brighter tournament than he’s had. He did head the goal against Ghana. 
And the Bayern Munich boy wonder is probably a better player than he’s shown over all. He’s gonna come on for Miroslav Klose now so he might have a big say yet. Presumably that would be the end of his career, Klose, World Cup. You would think so. At 36 he’s done it all. He’s scored more goals at the World Cup Finals than any other player. Two goals at this one. One more 
than Ronaldo. In Germany terms, two more than Gerd Müller. Says it all. What a career. On comes Götze, and his career is bouncing along very nicely thank you. Bit worried for Argentina here. Biglia is half smiling, half grimacing. Yeah and Joachim Löw has taken the opportunity of this little break to talk to Schweinsteiger. Tactics I would presume. Pat on the back. Carry on as 
you are. Biglia will be okay to continue. He has to be. Argentina have used all their substitutes. Germany have got one left. They might need it in extra time because that is looming large now. Sabella’s going mad because they can’t get Biglia on. Ah he’s on now. Demichelis. Biglia. Palacio has Zabaleta in support. He’s got past Hummels all by himself. It’s a good challenge from 
Höwedes. Yep. And at the moment Götze’s just gone to play straight through the middle. Müller’s still on the left hand side. Schürrle on the right. There is Müller trying to make a nuisance of himself. Demichelis has time to turn it back to Garay. Götze not close enough to take advantage of the stumble. Schweinsteiger leaves his mark on Mascherano. Garay. Mascherano. Ezequiel 
Garay. Three minutes to be added on. Three minutes to find a winner. Or we will have another thirty. Özil. It’s Messi who’s trying to take it from him. Trying and succeeding. And a lovely shift of the ball, almost through to Agüero. Boateng’s had a game hasn’t he? Yeah he has had a game. What a great piece of skill by, well two, from Messi. Avoiding the tackle and the pass – brilliant. 
Given away by Biglia. That was very, very casual. Götze with Schürrle strongly running on! And Götze scuffed it. Yeah and I think he looked to play Schürrle in. He did have a look at him but just the ball never seemed to come down for him to do anything with. Thumped up by Romero. Romero again going long. And Agüero trying to force the error from Hummels. There haven’t 
been many throughout the entire World Cup. Can’t go through to Biglia. Well cut out by Müller. Schürrle. Strong stuff from Demichelis. Gago. Rojo then ran it straight into André Schürrle. Lahm finds Özil. Schürrle’s trying to stay on side round the back. Touch from Götze. Three in the box for Germany. Götze trying to ghost into a shooting position. Kroos! Müller! Zabaleta. And 
away. Towering stuff from Hummels. One last Argentina break before the end! Here it is. It’s Agüero. Messi and Palacio are up. They’re outnumbered. And he’s been out done. Yep. Hummels just kept his eye on the ball. Nowhere really for Gago to go. Had to go into reverse with Mascherano. Now Biglia. Schürrle, still full of running. Rojo. Palacio looked as though he might have 
been offside anyway. Knocked down by Hummels to Kroos. Demichelis. Can’t slide it through to Agüero. And we are going to have an extra thirty minutes! And maybe a little bit more at the end of it all in Rio de Janeiro. There have been chances. Nothing taken, even with the likes of Messi on the field. We still don’t know who will be the world champions in 2014, but it could go 
anywhere. Germany nil, Argentina nil. Thank you Gary. It is the seventh World Cup Final to go to extra time. Two have been decided on penalties before 1994 Brazil beating Italy in Los Angeles and 2006 in Germany when Italy had its way over the French. Joachim Löw’s been in and out again during the break. Nothing of the sort for Alejandro Sabella and, errr, Lionel Messi led 
the team talk as they went in at extra time against the Dutch on Wednesday this time he was well away from it. It was all about Sabella and then Mascherano took over. Thirty minutes or the next world champions will be decided by a penalty shoot-out. Argentina have played in one final that went to extra time on their patch in 1978 when they beat the Dutch. Germany have played 
in one final that went to extra time – they lost in 1966 of all times. Höwedes. Schürrle down. Went down under Demichelis. He’s up to his feet again here! And it’s beaten away by Romero! Another chance! Still might come for Götze and Garay managed to get it down to Mascherano and now there is an Argentina break on which is stopped for now by Boateng then by Hummels. 
What a start to the extra period. Agüero taking on Hummels, again Neuer in charge. Great break by Germany. Absolutely brilliant save by Romero. Hope that’s set the tone for extra time. A goalkeeper having to make a save. Straight at him. Germany going to try and have a go again immediately. Kroos. Nicely taken by Götze. Lahm. Lahm wants it back from Götze but couldn’t 
squeeze it through to the captain. Özil. Schweinsteiger wants Müller on the end of that and it is Garay’s header. Yeah an important header as well. Now Argentina burst away, well, they should have done. Palacio miscontrolled it. Agüero through the middle, nobody there. No, his argument will be there should have been somebody, but he was in control of the ball, he could have 
just started again because Messi tried to get in there with him. He’s being looked at Romero. Neuer raced out to take the throw-in to great applause from the German supporters. Germany are a team in a hurry in extra time. Boateng. Götze. Özil battling with Biglia helped out by Lahm. Now Schweinsteiger. Like Mascherano in blue sitting behind it all getting the bigger picture. Yep. 
Just waiting to pick off somebody with the tackle. Lahm. Özil. Kroos and Demichelis had to get his balance and is rather lucky he fired it through Schürrle and there was a nick and it is an Argentina throw. Just that final ball isn’t it? It’s a comfortable save very comfortable but he doesn’t do great with it. He didn’t look massively comfortable with it in the end. No. Patted away. Boateng 
lively first four minutes of extra time largely thanks to Germany’s attacking intent but we have seen that they could be picked off on the counter attack though. Schweinsteiger. Boateng. That’s Lahm and that’s out. Boot raised a little high was it? Yep. Schweinsteiger’s got plenty to say. Germany carry on at a pace. Schürrle. Kroos was looking right but plays it left to Höwedes who 
has stealthily got forward. Schürrle must be followed every step of the way by Mascherano. Gago just a little too close to Toni Kroos. Schürrle. Lahm. Götze there with him. Götze can’t quite get there. Just looking at Schürrle down Germany’s left. He seems to be frightened of Zabaleta, certainly won’t go and take him on at all. All eyes on the game, but we are all still waiting for 
that one moment of magic that could decide the biggest prize in football. Many times during the game it’s looked likely to come. It’s looked close but it’s never quite happened like that. Gago. Gotta credit the two sets of defenders on show for that. Demichelis and Zabaleta the two of them. Gago. Messi. Argentina need their leader to come up with something special now. Fired 
across towards Palacio! Palacio’s got it! Neuer out to meet him and all he can do is lift it wide! Another chance goes! What a fantastic ball from Rojo into Palacio. He just picked him out over Hummels’ head. The touch wasn’t that bad, the height on the flick over Neuer’s head was the problem. Götze. Lahm. Müller just lurking on the point of the penalty area. On it now. Germany 
throw. Let’s give Neuer a little bit of credit how quickly he came out to Palacio. Müller. We’ve seen some good goalless draws in the tournament. This probably not the best of them actually. No. Kroos. That was Höwedes finding Schürrle. Schürrle was trying to play it against Demichelis and get the corner. Not very good acting skills. No. No. It’s just a little bit out of his feet and 
done everything wrong from then on in didn’t he? The other thing as well, Guy, if it’s on target Boateng deals with it because it’s just a roly poly ball isn’t it? Well, Boateng has been pretty much in control of everything. Yes he has. I think, errr, Mats Hummels breathes a sigh of relief certainly. Here is Hummels down to Höwedes. Schweinsteiger. Boateng managed to find Schürrle 
who took up a lovely position. Müller goes wide to the left now. Kroos. Schweinsteiger. Just no way through. No, also they’ve got no one in the box which is something that Klose will always give you. Boateng. Müller will make his way there now. There’s Lahm great work from Lahm and once more outstanding work from Mascherano. Yeah. Radar isn’t he? Radar for danger. 
Schweinsteiger on the forward run can’t bounce it through to him. Agüero met by Hummels and done just about enough. Well it was almost a Norman Hunter situation wasn’t it? Thou shall not pass. No. Poland at Wembley. Oh, that one. Haha. Thought he was going to take everything? Nope. Hummels. Özil not helped by the ball from Lahm. And Argentina can’t break away. 
Schweinsteiger. They can’t get out their own half. It’s Kroos finding Götze. Lahm’s giving him an option wide again. Götze’s cross. A little bit of hesitation from Zabaleta, but it hasn’t harmed him. Yeah also Özil as well, I thought he was going to come onto it. Schürrle. It’s Germany who have done all the pressing in this first period of extra time. Özil running away from Gago. Good 
tackle Mascherano once more and a real duel between the two war horses Mascherano and Schweinsteiger. Yeah, Germany done all the pressing and Argentina should be in front. Story of the whole game? Yes you could argue most certainly. The better chances have certainly gone to the team in blue. He’s just caught his instep has he? Mascherano has been booked but no 
danger there. No. No. Schweinsteiger likewise. I think they both appreciate each other don’t they? That time. Players are just going to have to stretch it out that little bit more. Body and minds in focus. Three minutes of the first half of extra time to go and we’re still at deadlock. Boateng moving in laboured fashion out to that one looking for Götze who can only find the head of Garay. 
Mascherano’s onto it. He’s suffered concussion in a game – has he been caught again? Not as badly as the last game I suggest. It was Kroos wasn’t it? There’s a big difference in height between these two. Nothing reporting trouble this time. No. Argentina supporters have decided that the time is now they’re going to lift their team as best they can Agüero has rolled away from 
one tackle, can’t find Messi though. Schweinsteiger and Kroos shut the door. Lahm. Linked into Özil and Schweinsteiger forced back to Neuer. Schürrle. Lahm. Lahm to try to find Schürrle along comes Mascherano to come snuff out the threat. Similar situation, same old players every time. Yeah it is, if it’s not Mascherano it’s Schweinsteiger or Boateng. Just a few snapshots of 
the tension that is around the Maracanã stadium. A lot of money been paid, a lot of people have come a long way to see their team crowned world champions. Neuer. Höwedes. And here is Kroos that was a bit ambitious that. Agüero finds Palacio who’s wriggled away from one and then put the brakes on. Well he’s got a free kick but he’s lucky because he miscontrolled it. Looked 
as though he had the chance to poke it back to Agüero. He did. Philipp Lahm now struggling. It was just there wasn’t it where he lost control of it. Lahm was caught. Just the end of his toe. It’s a free kick to Germany. Ouch. Well I think once they’ve taken it that will be it for the first period of extra time. In fact they won’t take it that will do it for the first fifteen minutes. Fifteen minutes 
to find a winner it is getting more and more intense all the time and still we wait. Thanks Gary. There’s Lothar Matthäus who’s err… self-movie-ing. A movie selfie for the former captain of West Germany. You’d think, wouldn’t you, that with Argentina’s extra time, and playing a day later, that this would seriously affect them but you’ve just saw in the first half of extra time just a fantastic 
chance for Palacio. Well this is three games out of the last four that have gone to extra time for Argentina. Germany were only taken all the way by Algeria at the start of the last sixteen – or the end of the last sixteen as it was. Still one big quarter of an hour left or it’s penalties. Which you’d assume Germany would win. That might be a big assumption that. Well that’s just the way it 
goes. But Argentina are pretty handy from the spot too as they showed against the Dutch in the last round. Garay back to Romero. A saver of two Netherlands’ penalties. Don’t think the man at the other end would lack confidence. Certainly not no. Think he might even take one would he not? Oh I would think so. Romero with the launch. Boateng, just for a second looked as though 
he might be beaten by Palacio. But it’s out from Neuer to Lahm. We might not get to penalties yet. He said hopefully. Touching the desk. Fingers crossed. Although, there is an argument the other way of course. Some sort of drama guaranteed anyway. Hummels. Boateng. Biglia tried to win it away from Müller, then went in late! And that will be a free kick. That’s Schweinsteiger is 
it he’s caught? He got a knock a few minutes earlier from Mascherano didn’t he? That was Biglia and Mascherano that went in. It was Mascherano actually who caught him. And Biglia’s on a card. The ref’s not seen that. He’s not seen it was Mascherano. And there’s the contact. They’ve both got him actually. There’s that warrior spirit. That last bit of energy that’s being dredged 
out of tired legs. Who can Germany work here? Özil leaves it for Kroos. Mascherano’s header. It’s cleared by Rojo. It will drop to Pablo Zabaleta. Agüero is the man in the middle. And Boateng was there with him. Lahm. I was about to say with lots of room to gallop into, but it’s not the galloping stage now. The thing is when you gallop forward as a full back you’re worried about 
having to get back aren’t you? With a dozen minutes left of the World Cup Final left I would think so. Kroos. Breaks to Özil. Lahm. Nicely back to Mesut Özil! Cleared by Rojo. Agüero’s jumped into Schweinsteiger there. Free kick. Agüero on a yellow card. Careful, careful! He’s caught another one. It’s that look as though to say ‘What? What have I done?’ He flung his left arm across 
and he knew where Schweinsteiger was. Very lucky. That really is fortunate that the referee has not seen that clearly. Or Mascherano’s tackle just before on Schweinsteiger. 1990 World Cup Final in Rome. Look at that! There’s the evidence. Goodness me! Argentina fell apart towards the end of the second half. They’d had Pedro Monz sent off, then Dezotti went and Brehme 
tucked home the winner from the penalty spot. Kroos knows, look, doesn’t he, straight away. Turns the knock that Schweinsteiger had taken. Well that’s not a second yellow card is it? No. That’s a red card isn’t it? Yep, straight off. And he’s got nothing. And Schweinsteiger’s asking the question why not? Sami Khedira is really furious. He’s the errr, non-playing sub today of course 
and he’s having to led away by Hans-Dieter Flick, the Germany assistant. On goes the game with a Kroos free kick delivery. Götze. And now it’s an Argentina ball. And they’ve got a head injury of their own to worry about. It’s Müller on Demichelis. Ah, sorry I was just looking at the kerfuffle down in front of us in the technical area. You’d want Schweinsteiger on cos he’d take a pen 
would he not? You’d want him on full stop. Well yeah, but I mean, it’s, y’know, your second bit of thinking. Obviously the first is, you’re right you say, but he would take a penalty. And so would Agüero. And he really shouldn’t be on. Messi. Managed to get away from Özil. Gago is then met by Schürrle. Germany down to ten. Shoulda been Argentina down to ten for the rest of the 
match. Those in front of the German dugout are getting very animated now. Khedira was furious. Yeah. They need to calm down though, the game’s on. Yes, they’ve been hard done by, but it’s gone. Höwedes out to Lahm. Biglia’s there to stop a straight run down the right wing. Schweinsteiger is back to his feet and saying ‘get me on’. Well the reception from Germans and Brazilians 
in the Maracanã. Schweinsteiger’s last four international goals have all been penalties. They’ll need him. Should clarify that, with eight and a half minutes to go, they might need him. Lahm. Shirt was tugged by Palacio. Cue for all the German substitutes to get to their feet again! And Joachim Löw is actually the man in the middle of it all, calling for calm. Yeah. Just getting a little bit 
too excited. Got a free kick. Minds going back to the 2006 again after the penalty shoot out in Germany. Really do hope, if we do get there, it doesn’t end up in those sort of scenes. It would not befit the final of a tournament that’s generally been played in good spirits. Yeah, very good generally. Schürrle. Working it in. Chance for Götze! Mario Götze’s scored for Germany! There’s 
the coolest man in Rio. Even the chancellor is to her feet! A symbolic goal scorer. One of the new batch of brilliant German talent has put them in front in the closing minutes of the World Cup Final. What a great run as well this is, just committing defenders. Schürrle thinks ‘shall I, shall I not?’. Fantastic first touch, and that’s an absolutely brilliant finish. Look at that technique. 
Fantastic! Didn’t even look where the goalkeeper was, he just knew where he was going. That’s a goal worthy of winning the biggest final around. Yep. Mario Götze. Schooled by Borussia Dortmund. On to Bayern Munich he went. He wins a lot at club level. Has he just won the biggest prize you can get? Up goes Müller with the header. Argentina have to throw the lot at Germany 
now. Boateng. Lahm. Think of the chances Argentina have missed. The likes of Higuaín and Messi missing them. That took the best technique of all. Wasn’t it just magnificent? Yep. Absolutely fantastic. He doesn’t think so. It’s Neuer with a huge bowl out to Schürrle. Sliced out by Kroos. Jumping Germans right around the ground. A fourth world title is near. Just can’t get the ball 
at the moment, Argentina, to effect a reply. Messi. Can’t work it all the way over to Palacio. It was cleared by Boateng. Rojo did well to wait for it. Götze couldn’t slide enough. Great cross! Just behind Palacio! Comes out to Biglia. And that’s heavy. And Lionel Messi can’t keep the ball in play. No. Great idea as well but Schürrle thought ‘shall I, shan’t I?’ and it’s the early ball which 
is the key. What a sensational finish that is. From that angle. What a chip through. What a finish into the goal. Might not be finished yet though. Rojo is racing onto this! Neuer! Brilliant! There isn’t another goalkeeper in the world who could do that. He is the best. He loves it. He absolutely loves it. He just wants to be part of the action. That’s gone out. Özil’s run the ball across the 
line. Won by Götze. Won with his arm. Three and a half minutes for Argentina to find a goal that would force penalties. That’s Höwedes scrapping. Where has the left back gone? Gago. Looking for Rojo who’s playing as a left winger for Argentina now. Didn’t go out. Neuer’s had to go back to his goal. In came Messi! Yep. The goalkeeper knew exactly where this was going. Just 
watch him in a minute, Neuer. Saw that coming. Decided to stay. Nope. Nothing the other goalkeeper could have done about that goal. No. Another German substitution I think. Yeah, they have another one left. Per Mertesacker is gonna get a run out in this World Cup Final in the closing minutes. I’m guessing he’s not playing up front either. That’s if they can get him on. They will 
right now if the referee puts his head up and sees that the substitution is ready to be made. Not yet. It will be Romero to punt it long. Garay will go. Demichelis has already gone. Only Mascherano sitting now. Rojo. And that is Neuer’s. All night long. Just wondering if he might kick it out to get Mertesacker on. He’s gone long with it. Turned back to Romero who immediately clutched 
his left groin. Too high for Agüero. Here’s Mascherano. Ninety seconds remain of the World Cup Final. Zabaleta. Argentina need all of their warriors for it now and a stroke of luck. Müller. He was being wrestled but he’s managed to get away! Müller! He couldn’t find Özil. He was in such a great position as well, Özil. Götze. Blocked by Rojo. Biglia’s lost it. Unfairly tackled. Free 
kick. Here’s the Germany change. Yeah I was gonna say, not a bad place to file either is it. They’re getting ready. They’re on standby to celebrate. Özil coming off for Mertesacker. Coming off at his leisure. Germany are seconds away. Well you may argue now they’ve got four centre backs on now haven’t they, with Höwedes. Mertesacker’s got his eyes on that ball already and wins 
it. Mascherano. Helped on but only to Neuer. Yeah. But look Neuer, how quickly Neuer is, he’s off the line, he’s ready, he’s alert. He knows this is his time. Joachim Löw managing to look as cool as anybody possibly could in the circumstances that he’s in. He always does, does Cliff. Wandering away as he does, about to become a world champion-winning coach if his team can 
hold out for two more minutes. Two minutes left of Alejandro Sabella’s spell in time in charge of the Argentinian national team. Mascherano. One last surge down the middle. Messi. One last Messi run maybe! He’s been brought down by Bastian Schweinsteiger. Looks like he might have cramp I think. Stretching. I’d just stay down as long as you can I think. Because we don’t really 
want to see him get a second yellow card at this stage. Agüero got away with his. Schweinsteiger got away with that. Argentina free kick. This really is last chance saloon. Why is Romero not in? Romero is asking to go forward. Why would you stop him? Those fans have seen him. Sabella’s ignoring him. Lionel Messi. He’s asking Sabella. Sabella is ignoring him. Now he’s said he 
can go, has he? No. No I don’t think he has. Why wouldn’t you let him go! Well this is the moment. They’ve only been fleeting from Lionel Messi. Best player in the world. There are some that are still having Ronaldo. Ronaldo officially the world player of the year this year. It’s not been the final he would have wanted it to be, Lionel Messi. Unless he can put this in against the best 
goalkeeper in the world. Or create something for somebody else. Well presumably as well, Schweinsteiger will have to go off. He can barely move. He can barely watch. All about Messi. Those Argentina players will race in if there’s any rebound. Messi’s free kick! That’s his night. That’s his final. It’s not Argentina’s. Now, the other thing I think about that free kick, it’s a long way out 
to beat Neuer. They know don’t they? Mario Götze has just asked the question of referee Rizzoli. The first World Cup win for the reunified Germany. Back with Romero. The referee has had another look at both watches. They’re screaming for full time down on the touch line. Rojo. Another look at the watch! Another muted cheer from the Germany substitutes. That’ll be a free kick. 
That’ll do it for them now. Yeah. That’s Schweinsteiger taken out for them again. He has given absolutely everything. But he doesn’t have to give anymore! Germany are champions of the world! One Götze goal has the whole of Germany, it’s leaders and power brokers beaming from ear to ear. Not a night for the world’s best individual to shine, but a night for the world’s best 
international team put it all together as a team again. And you might argue that the goal that wins the game is the most difficult chance of the night. Bearing in mind the ones that went before it. Argentinian tears are one side of the story. The German celebrations will carry on, they have been a long time in the making. They’ve seen this team grow. They’ve grown together. Six of the 
team five years ago won the European Under 21 Championship. Neuer, Boateng, Hummels, Höwedes, Khedira, Özil. They’ve all come through together. Schooled masterfully by that man Joachim Löw, who’s done what his long time ally Jürgen Klinsmann couldn’t quite do. He’s taken Germany to the top of the world. Lothar Matthäus once upon a time had his hands on the crown. 
This is Philipp Lahm’s time. And once more, Germany’s time.

Dept. Of
Untitled

“…before my eyes a cosmic, meaningless 
performance was proceeding…”

The entire commentary of the World 
Cup 2014 fi nal between Argentina 
and Germany transcibed and 
recontextualised into a typographic 
cosmic meaningless performance.

700mm x 1000mm print and details.

departmentof.co.uk
@department_of



Al Murphy
Victory 
Penalty

“And one day, as I was observing with 
detachment the senseless movements 
down there on the field, I felt how the 
high noonday sun seemed to enfold men 
and things in a chilling light”

I was an avid football fan until the age of 
around eleven or twelve when I realised 
it was a game with few winners. The 
disappointment of being left on the 
sideline… the humiliation of being picked 
last… missing a sitter… the gloating 
opposition… the trudge home in a state 
of mud spattered hopeless dejection. Call 
me an old hippy, but I suddenly realised 
that a good day out shouldn’t be one 
which ends with 50 percent of those 
present going home feeling terrible. 

I moved on to other things but will 
occasionally dip my toe back in – usually 
the World Cup – only to be reminded of 
why I left it behind all those years ago.

al-murphy.com
@al_murphagram

Chris Rodenhurst
Under Nines Football

“I belonged to that category of infants or 
adolescents who, the moment they kick 
the ball – assuming that they manage to 
kick it – promptly send it into their own 
goal or, at best, pass it to the opponent”

500mm x 700mm print and 
developmental sketches

chrisrodenhurst.co.uk
@chrisrodenhurst



Mike O’Shaughnessy
Vuvu, Mascots & Hyperreality

“…soccer for me has been linked with the 
absence of purpose and the vanity of all 
things.”

I had the Brazil 1970 World Cup Kit when 
I was seven years old. I had a terrible 
Kevin Keegan haircut when I was ten. I 
was obsessed with football.

Football has changed. Vanity and 
commercialism reign supreme.

Each World Cup produces its own 
mascot or character. The vuvuzela in 
South Africa was the nadir of World Cup 
merchandising. I still love soccer but 
don’t own any of the following:

Footix, Ato, Kaz and Nik, Zakumi, Fuleco

moshaughnessy.co.uk
@mickeyshona

Malik Thomas
Red Sea ’05 

“…the vanity of all things”

The 2005 Liverpool Champions 
League bus parade was the fi rst time I 
experienced football fans in an act of 
worship. It amazed me how an entire city 
came together and religiously praised 
Rafa Benitez as a God with the power to 
create miracles.

malikthomas.co.uk
@malikts



Jacqui McAssey
Spot the Girl

“...who, in fact, behave like hordes of sex 
maniacs...”

Main camera. 
Helicopter camera. 
Cable camera. 
Pitch level camera. 
Slow motion camera. 
Handheld camera. 
Reverse camera. 
High camera. 
Steadicam. 
In goal camera.

Capturing all of the action and emotion, 
of the hot girls in the crowd.

girlfans.co.uk
@girlfanszine
@jacquimcassey

Heather Almond
Fifty Years of Hurt

“For the male adult it’s like little girls 
playing ladies: a pedagogical game, 
which teaches you how to occupy your 
proper place.”

In 1918, the Representation of the People 
Act gave the fi rst British women the 
right to vote and stand for public offi ce 
— 100 years ago this June. In 1921, the 
English Football Association outlawed 
the playing of the ‘distasteful’ yet very 
popular women’s game at all Association 
members’ pitches. The Ban lasted until 
1971. Today the legacy of this decision 
lives on. Despite the success and 
popularity of the Women’s Super League 
in England, many Premiere League clubs 
routinely move their women’s team 
home matches to local grounds — if they 
have a women’s team to play at all.

heatheralmond.tumblr.com



Christopher Brown
Aren’t there any gay players?!

“…so his playmates reject him and banish 
him from the happiest of competitive 
events.”

Football V Homophobia: 92 Premier 
League and Football League clubs in 
UK. 50 (estimated) players contracted 
to each team. 4600 (estimated) players 
in the Premier League and Football 
League. 5-7% “is a reasonable estimate” 
according to Stonewall, the Gay Rights 
charity of the number of gay men in 
the UK. 5% would mean 230 Premier 
and Football League players might be 
gay.  1997 Justin Fashanu aged 37 takes 
his own life. 2013 Thomas Hitzlsperger 
announces he is gay shortly after retiring 
from football.

2014 One openly gay footballer, Liam 
Davies plays for Gainsborough Trinity six 
divisions below the Premier League.

centralillustration.com
@christopherbrownlino

Hilary Judd
A Most Unsuitable Game

“A pedagogical game, which teaches you 
how to occupy your proper place.”

At 6ft, the chain-smoking Lilly Parr was 
an exceptional football player in The 
Dick Kerr’s Ladies F.C team founded in 
1917. She had a shot so hard she once 
broke the arm of a professional male 
goalkeeper. The club ran for 48 years 
from 1917 – 1965, and quickly became 
incredibly popular, drawing crowds of 
up to 50,000 supporters. The popularity 
led to strong and obstinate opposition 
from the Football Association, who 
banned women from using their pitches 
and clubs in 1921 citing it to be a ‘most 
unsuitable game’ and ‘too much for 
a woman’s physical frame’. The FA’s 
ban lasted 50 years and effectively 
squeezed female football in the UK into 
obscurity. The legacy of that decision 
meant that football has been an activity 
that signifi ed exclusion for me, and for 
many other women. From kick-abouts 
on village greens to pub screens and 
throughout my working life – a most 
unsuitable game.
 

This fi ctional team is made up from 
some of the best female footballers from 
all over the world since the Dick Kerr’s 
Ladies F.C. team. Details of four are 
featured above.

@hils_o

Emily Hayes
Walk Out On 77

“But soccer has nothing to do with sport 
in this sense. Not for the players, who are 
professionals subjected to tensions not 
unlike those of an assembly-line worker 
(except for questionable differences in 
pay).”

Football has historically been a sport 
watched mainly by ordinary working 
people but football clubs continue to test 
the limit of the fans’ devotion and their 
loyalty to their team with the increase 
in ticket prices, with the supporters 
absorbing the costs from the clubs. The 
fi nancial disparity also continues to 
widen between those within the game 
and the fans that pay to follow it. The 
money that has fl owed into the game 
has mainly gone into the pockets of the 
players’ whilst fans on lower incomes 
have found themselves priced out. 
 

On Saturday 6th February 2016, 
Liverpool FC played against Sunderland 
at Anfi eld Stadium. On the 77th minute 
of this match, an estimated 10,000 
supporters walked out of the stadium 
whilst chanting, “enough is enough, you 
greedy b*****ds, enough is enough” and 
singing, “You’ll Never Walk Alone”.

The signifi cance of the planned walkout 
on the 77th minute was a direct 
reference to the rise in ticket prices to 
£77, announced by Liverpool Football 
Club the previous week. It was also a 
clear indication of the disappointment 
felt by many LFC fans in the club’s failure 
and lack of commitment to share any 
of Premier League’s new £8.3 billion 
television contract through ticket price 
reductions. 

The protest forced LFC owners to 
reconsider its pricing scheme and a few 
days later they decided to scrap the £77 
ticket price and apologised to their fans.

emilyhayes.co.uk
@emilyhayesprints



Laura Parke
I Don’t Love Soccer because 
But My Sister Does

“…it allows you to take positions, express 
opinions, suggest solutions, without 
exposing yourself to arrest, to loyalty 
oaths, or, in any case, to suspicion…”

I‘ve never really engaged with football. 
Maybe because I’m embarrassed that 
I can’t kick a ball with any degree 
of accuracy, or because the media 
representation of football tends to be 
male-dominated, aggressive, patriotic 
and gossipy. Or, perhaps it’s because I 
have other interests and groups that I’m 
able to be involved in. 

It’s easy to have a negative opinion on 
something that you don’t feel part of, so I 
interviewed my sister who is huge fan of 
football to fi nd out why she loves it. 

Football is a part of her life that is 
consistent and evades any barriers that 
she may fi nd in her day to day life. She 
is part of a community that is open to 
everyone, regardless of ability, language, 
education or wealth.

The fi lm can be veiwed from:
vimeo.com/277439610

@laura.parke



Jon Spencer
Ball Games: Football

“…instead of asking (diffi cult and obscure 
questions)…”

Part of an ongoing project which 
uses pared-down sporting imagery to 
experiment with and investigate print 
separations and overprints.

Details featured opposite.

@jonathanjspencer

Matthew Johnson
Desaparecidos

“There‘s no need to ask ourselves why the 
World Cup has so morbidly polarized the 
attention of the public and the devotion 
of the mass media.”

Details featured above.

mutanten.tumblr.com
@mattjohnson_vcult

Anthony Ellis
Blue – Red

“Those crowds of fans, cut down by 
heart attacks in the grandstands, those 
referees who pay for a Sunday of fame 
by personal exposure to grievous bodily 
harm, those excursionists who climb, 
bloodstained, from the buses, wounded by 
shattered glass from windows smashed 
by stones.”

A photographic documentation of a 
walk from Manchester City’s Etihad 
Stadium to Manchester United’s Old 
Trafford stadium. The photos focus on 
objects around each ground, objects 
that refl ect the colour of the respective 
teams: blue street signs, walls and bin 
bags around the Etihad; red cars, doors 
and bridges around Old Trafford. Some 
of the connections are arbitrary, some 
symbolic; some we cannot be sure.

alphaecho.co.uk



Marie Jones
Half’n’Half Scarves

“…[it] teaches you how to occupy your 
proper place.”

A scarf from Liverpool 2005 is the only 
football memorabilia I own. When I was 
7 in 1990 a scouse family moved onto my 
estate in North Wales. Their youngest 
daughter became my best friend and told 
me I supported Liverpool. I don’t follow 
football, but since, Liverpool has followed 
me. It pops up in different friendships 
or relationships throughout my life. 
Interested in where these currently 
lie I asked close friends and family to 
choose one of the following statements 
to fi nish…

I don’t love soccer because…
I love soccer because…

I received 22 replies, 11 who love soccer 
and 11 who don’t.

Made to order scarves can be bought 
from … kochi-kochi.co.uk/SHOP 

kochi-kochi.co.uk
@kochi__kochi

In no particular order special thanks to...
Patti Crozier, Laura Parke, James Kelly, Angie Chan, Victor Nikitenko, Natasha Kurth, 

Lowry Jackson, Nick Griffiths, Imke Oppenkamp, Adam Griffiths, Elise Zoetmulder, Jonathan Hitchen, 
Robert Jones, Ane Baztarrika, Alice Collingwood, James Young, Jackie Dunning, Hilary Judd, 

Sarah Jones, Alison Jones, James Kelly & Koendert Wierda.



Dorothy
Love It Or Hate It

“I belonged to that category of infants or 
adolescents who, the moment they kick 
the ball — assuming that they manage to 
kick it – promptly send it into their own 
goal or, at best, pass it to the opponent, 
unless with stubborn tenacity they send 
it off the field, beyond hedges and fences, 
to become lost in a basement or a stream 
or to plunge among the flavors of the 
ice—cream cart. And so his playmates 
reject him and banish him from the 
happiest of competitive events.”

Football, so much to answer for. 

Dorothy
The Eco

“...before my eyes a cosmic,meaningless 
performance was proceeding.”

wearedorothy.com
@dorothy_uk
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Chris Jackson
Tom Rogers
FOFA Soccer

“I doubted the existence of God and 
decided that the world was a pointless 
fiction.”

The False Office of Football 
Administration is an organisation for 
football related investigations. Of an 
unofficial nature…

Penini Wurld Cyp Sticker Generator is 
an affectionate tribute to all the football 
videogames that lack official player and 
team licenses. Whether rounding three 
men with Peul Gescoigne, or smashing in 
a 40 yard free kick with Roberto Larcos, 
these fictional players played a very real 
part in our lives and informed our love of 
football (soccer). We salute this rabble of 
unofficial heroes.

Sipp Blettre
FOFA President

Selection of @fofasoccer instagram 
content produced during the World Cup 
featured opposite.

fofasoccer.org
@fofasoccer
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